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Abstract 

Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is an important mechanism by which 

prokaryotes acquire new genes. In eukaryotes, few examples of HGT have been 

documented, and the role of HGT in eukaryotic evolution is poorly understood. In 

order to aid our understanding of the role of HGT in eukaryotic evolution, I 

conducted a systematic genome-level search for horizontally acquired genes in fungi 

combined with functional characterization of some of these genes discovered in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (1). In order to determine the extent of HGT in a specific 

lineage, I employed whole genome comparisons between fungal species and a 

compiled prokaryotic genome database to identify genes of recent bacterial origin in 

S. cerevisiae and Ashbya gossypii (2). Similar whole genome comparisons were 

performed for 44 additional fungi to find genes of recent bacterial origin in a broad 

sample of the fungal kingdom. I found that HGT is rare but omnipresent amongst the 

fungi with all examined fungal genomes containing recently acquired prokaryotic 

genes. Four genes found in S. cerevisiae (URA1, BDS1, IRC4, and BIO1) were 

experimentally investigated to characterize their function. In S. cerevisiae, genes 

acquired from bacteria are involved in a wide range of cellular processes including 

the syntheses of uracil and biotin, the degradation of organic sulfur compounds, and 

protection from ultra-violet radiation (3). This work is the first systematic 

examination of horizontal gene transfer in a eukaryotic lineage, and shows that HGT 

is an important mechanism of metabolic innovation. Horizontal gene transfer allows 

fungi to acquire novel metabolic characteristic and re-acquire lost metabolic 
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capabilities. Horizontally acquired genes illuminate aspects of the biology of an 

organism in two ways; the function of the gene itself suggests functions necessary in 

the species for the colonization of new environments and the optimization of the 

organism for this particular niche. In addition, the donor species as well as the host 

typically share the same environment, a clue to the range of habitats and 

environments in which fungal species may be found. These results suggest that HGT 

plays a significant role in the ongoing evolution of the fungi. 
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1. Introduction 

 1.1 The Genome, Genetics, and Genomics 

The basis of an organism’s morphological and metabolic characteristics is the 

information encoded in its deoxyribonucleic acid or DNA. The DNA of an organism 

is organized into chromosomes, that are divided into coding sections (genes) and 

non-coding sections (intergenic regions, gene remnants, and regulatory elements) of 

DNA. The chromosomes constitute the organism’s entire genetic material or its 

genome (Griffiths et al. 1996). The study of the global properties of genomes is 

known as genomics, and the study of the properties of single genes or groups of 

genes is the domain of genetics. Genomics allows us to study change in an organism’s 

entire hereditary information, and genomic techniques can illuminate how species 

emerge and evolve as a response to selective pressure. The availability of complete 

genome sequences from hundreds of organisms, from bacteria to vertebrates, allows 

us to study patterns of selection and change across the entire genome to identify the 

factors underlying adaptation. Specifically in terms of this work, genome level 

analysis allows us to ask basic questions about gene content within a genome and to 

determine how and why gene content changes.  
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1.2 Genome variation 

 Individuals within a species can vary dramatically in their morphological and 

metabolic properties, and DNA variation along with epigenetic modifications such 

as imprinting are the basis for this diversity. Genetic variation is present at the level 

of individual genes, including single-nucleotide polymorphisms as well as insertions 

and deletions of nucleotides within a gene, and at the genomic level. Genomic 

variation includes chromosomal rearrangements and differences in gene composition 

or gene set between species and strains. The realization that individuals, or strains in 

the case of microbial species, can vary rather widely in their genomic composition is 

one of the major findings of the genomic era. This phenomenon is most noticeable in 

microbial species. Even before the advent of the genomic era, it was noted that 

microbial species exhibit considerable inter-strain genetic diversity. Subtractive 

hybridization and comparative genome hybridization studies using multiple isolates 

of the same species had shown that bacteria such as Helicobacter pylori, 

Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli exhibit extensive genetic diversity (Dorrell et 

al. 2001; Fitzgerald et al. 2001; Fukiya et al. 2004). In these studies, it was found that 

regions of the genome ranging from single genes to over 10 kilobases (-kb) are either 

lacking or highly divergent between strains of a species. More recently genome-level 

comparisons between strains of the same species have shown extensive strain-to-

strain genetic variation. In a recent study by Tettelin et al., each of eight fully 

sequenced strains of Streptococcus agalactiae was found to contain an average of 1,806 

genes that are present in every strain (Tettelin et al. 2005). This set of genes defines a 

‘core genome’. In addition, there were found to be 439 genes that were variably 
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distributed in the eight strains examined. This observation has been codified in the 

conceptual framework of the ‘pan-genome’, in which a bacterial species’ genome is 

composed of the ‘core genome’ or genes present in all strains, and its ’dispensable 

genome’ which contains genes present in some strains but not in others (Medini et al. 

2005). Similar phenomena have been observed in other bacterial lineages, particularly 

Bacillus sp. (Read et al. 2003). 

 It is becoming increasingly evident that eukaryotic organisms exhibit 

comparable genomic variation to that observed in prokaryotes. High-density genomic 

arrays have shown differences in gene content between the strains S288c and 

YJM789 of the hemiascomycete yeast S. cerevisiae (Winzeler et al. 1998; Winzeler et al. 

1999). Further differences in genetic composition were discovered when multiple 

genomic sequences of S. cerevisiae became available (Goffeau et al. 1996; Gu et al. 

2005; Liti et al. 2006). Further genomic sequence from multiple strains of the same 

species promises to reveal even more the inter-species genetic diversity of eukaryotic 

organisms. 

 It now clear that the genome is a dynamic system, with gene flux or loss and 

gain of genes being ongoing processes. It is in these variable genes that much of the 

metabolic and lifestyle variation of species is generated. Quantification and 

qualification of gene loss and gain, or genomic flux, is crucial to a full understanding 

of the biology of a species. 

1.3 Mechanisms of Genomic Flux 

The theory of evolution states that species are related by descent from a 
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common ancestor (Darwin 1859). In any species, the vast majority of genes present 

are derived by descent from the most recent common ancestral species. Genomic 

studies have largely vindicated this view. In every genome examined to date, the 

majority of genes can be traced to the most recent ancestral species. The gene set of a 

lineage is malleable, however. The mechanisms by which genes are lost from a 

genome and enter into it are varied and multiple factors operate in the evolution of 

each lineage. The majority of changes, however, can be ascribed to three processes: 

gene loss, gene duplication, and horizontal gene transfer (HGT). Though this work’s 

primary focus is on horizontal gene transfer, discussions of gene loss and gene 

duplication are relevant because both processes are major mechanisms of genome 

variation in eukaryotes. Also, gene duplication in combination with horizontal gene 

transfer played a major role in the re-construction of the biotin synthesis pathway 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

1.3.1 Gene Loss  

Comparative analyses of completely sequenced genomes have shown that 

lineage-specific gene loss is one of the major evolutionary processes that shape the 

genome (Aravind et al. 2000; Moran 2002). The extent of gene loss can be dramatic, 

and it can occur relatively rapidly under certain conditions, such as relaxation of 

selective pressure. One example is the endosymbiotic bacterium Buchnera aphidicola, 

which has 580 genes compared with the 4,300 genes of the model proteobacterium 

Escherichia coli (Baumann et al. 1995). Prokaryotic genomic sequencing indicates that 

substantial gene loss has occurred in all phylogenetic lineages (Snel et al. 2002; Mirkin 
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et al. 2003). Similar patterns are seen in the evolution of eukaryotes. For example, the 

genome of the microsporidian fungus Encephalitozoon cuniculi, an eukaryotic 

intracellular parasite, has undergone massive gene loss since its divergence from the 

rest of the fungi (Katinka et al. 2001): the genome of E. cuniculi contains 

approximately 2,000 genes, compared to the 5,000 to 6,000 genes found in the 

genomes of the hemiascomycete fungi. Some of the hemiascomycete fungi themselves 

have also undergone considerable gene loss since their divergence from the rest of the 

ascomycetes (Dietrich et al. 2004; Dujon et al. 2004). This is particularly true of the 

lineage of Saccharomyces, which lost thousands of genes following the whole genome 

duplication in the lineage of this organism (Wolfe and Shields 1997; Cliften et al. 

2003; Dietrich et al. 2004; Kellis et al. 2004) (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Tree representing evolutionary relationships between selected 
hemiascomycete fungi The node marked with a dot represents the whole-genome 
duplication. Modified from Fitzpatrick et al. (Fitzpatrick et al. 2006). 

1.3.2 Gene Duplication 

Duplication is an important mechanism of gene creation. Duplications can 

result from errors in homologous recombination (Strout et al. 1998), retro-

transposition (Xing et al. 2006), or the duplication of chromosomal segments 

(Samonte and Eichler 2002). These processes introduce genetic variety to species by 

the creation of new genetic material. Duplicate genomic regions or genes (paralogs) 

are free to mutate as duplication creates redundancy, which results in relaxed 

selective pressure on both gene copies that often introduces deleterious mutations in 

one copy resulting in the creation of gene remnants and pseudogenes (Haldane 1933; 
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Ohno 1970). Some mutations, however, result in a change of function or increased 

efficiency of a previously minor function. In this way, new genes are created by 

duplication. An excellent example of this process is the large number of hexose 

transport genes of the HXT family found in S. cerevisiae. These genes are related by 

multiple rounds of duplication and have acquired different functions through 

divergence. These functions range from high and low affinity transporters of glucose 

(HXT7 and HXT3, respectively) to transporters with affinity for different sugars, 

such as GAL2 the major galactose permease of S. cerevisiae (Ozcan and Johnston 

1999). 

Genome duplication events appear to be common. It is predicted that an 

ancestor of S. cerevisiae underwent a genome duplication after the divergence of the 

Saccharomyces and Ashbya/Kluyveromyces (Wolfe and Shields 1997). The genome 

duplication in the lineage of the Saccharomyces has been extensively studied (Seoighe 

and Wolfe 1998; Dietrich et al. 2004; Dujon et al. 2004; Scannell et al. 2006), and it 

has been proposed that this whole genome duplication may have been instrumental 

in the evolutionary adaptation to rapid growth under anaerobic conditions, a trait 

characteristic of S. cerevisiae and its close relatives (Visser et al. 1990). This idea is 

supported by the fact that some duplicate gene pairs such as the cytochrome c pair 

CYC1 - CYC7 (Hortner et al. 1982) and the cytochrome c oxidase pair COX5A - 

COX5B (Hodge et al. 1989) are differently regulated under aerobic and anaerobic 

conditions. Genome duplication is not restricted to fungi. There is increasing evidence 

that at least two duplication events have occurred in vertebrate evolution (Dehal 

and Boore 2005). Whole genome duplications have also occurred in several plant 
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lineages, including the laboratory model Arabidopsis thaliana (Bowers et al. 2003). 

1.4 Horizontal Gene Transfer 

 Horizontal gene transfer (HGT), or lateral gene transfer (LGT), is the process 

by which an organism transfers genetic material to another organism that is not its 

offspring (Syvanen 1987). Horizontal transfer contrasts to vertical transfer, in which 

an organism receives genetic material from its parent(s). Genomic analysis has shown 

that horizontal gene transfer is a significant evolutionary phenomenon, especially 

amongst the prokaryotes. Horizontal gene transfer is common among prokaryotes, 

even between very distantly related lineages and is responsible for a large part of the 

genetic variability common in these organisms (Doolittle 2000; Ochman et al. 2000; 

Koonin et al. 2001; Nakamura et al. 2004). Traits of vital importance to many 

prokaryotes have been acquired or modified by HGT. For example, horizontal gene 

transfer is a significant cause of increased drug resistance; when one bacterial cell 

acquires resistance, it can quickly transfer the resistance genes to other species 

(Blahna et al. 2006).  

1.4.1 Horizontal Gene Transfer in Eukaryotes 

 Horizontal gene transfer appears to be much less common in eukaryotes than 

in prokaryotes, though it has been proposed that the first eukaryotes resulted from 

the fusion of a eubacteria and an archaebacteria (Doolittle 2000; Rivera and Lake 

2004). Without doubt, HGT has played a major role in eukaryotic evolution via the 

transfer of genetic information from mitochondria and chloroplasts to the nuclear 
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genome (Gray 1993). Beyond these special cases, however, the role of HGT in 

eukaryotic evolution is still emerging. Basic questions still stand. Is HGT an ongoing 

process in eukaryotic evolution, and does it introduce new genes into eukaryotic 

lineages? What impact does HGT have on the biology of eukaryotic species? 

Answers to these questions are slowly beginning to emerge in all eukaryotic lineages. 

In animals, despite some false claims (Salzberg et al. 2001; Fritzsche 2002), only one 

case of horizontal gene transfer from a prokaryote has been documented. This is the 

transfer of an 11-kb genomic fragment into the adzuki bean beetle (Callosobruchus 

chinensis) from endosymbiotic Wolbachia bacteria (Kondo et al. 2002). There is 

evidence for the horizontal gene transfer of the P (mobile) element to Drosophila 

melanogaster from a species of the Drosophila willistoni group. It is thought that the 

transfer was mediated by a Drosophila parasite, the mite Proctolaelaps regalis (Houck 

et al. 1991),  

 Among the plants, one finds one of the best-studied examples of horizontal 

gene transfer. The gram-negative bacterium Agrobacterium tumefaciens causes crown 

gall disease by inserting a small segment of DNA (the T-DNA) into the plant cell, 

which is incorporated at a semi-random location into the genome of the host plant 

(Zhu et al. 2000). It has also been proposed that a related species, Agrobacterium 

rhizogenes, has transferred genes in a non-transient manner to species of the genus 

Nicotiana (Intrieri and Buiatti 2001). In this instance, genes acquired from bacteria are 

implicated in the proliferation of root tissues characteristic of Nicotiana species 

containing the transferred bacterial genes. Other potential cases of prokaryote to 

plant horizontal gene transfer include the aquaglyceroporins (Zardoya et al. 2002) 
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and genes required for glutathione biosynthesis (Copley and Dhillon 2002). 

Strikingly, it is becoming increasingly evident that plant mitochondrial genomes are 

involved in widespread horizontal gene transfer involving other plant mitochondria 

(Richardson and Palmer 2006). 

 Horizontal gene transfer also appears to be common in single-celled or 

microbial eukaryotes. Presumably this is because, unlike animals, each cell effectively 

functions as a germ line. In the vast range of eukaryotes known collectively as the 

protists, horizontal gene transfer has been demonstrated in several cases including 

the transfer of 4 genes from fungi into Phytophtora (an Oomycete (fungus-like plant 

pathogens)) (Richards et al. 2006). The transfer of a multigene region from 

cyanobacteria to dinoflagellates has been recently documented (Waller et al. 2006). 

as has the transfer of photosynthetic genes from a variety of sources into the 

amoeboflagellate alga Bigelowiella natans (Archibald et al. 2003), the 3-hydroxy-3-

methylglutaryl–coenzyme A class 2 reductase found in Giardia (Boucher and 

Doolittle 2000), and the iron hydrogenase found in Nyctotherus (Horner et al. 2000). 

The importance of horizontal gene transfer in the evolution of the protists is 

underlined by the fact, with 96 cases proposed by Loftus et al., the genome of the 

amoeba Entamoeba histolytica contains the most horizontal gene transfer of any 

studied eukaryote (Loftus et al. 2005).  

1.5 The Role of Horizontal Gene Transfer in the evolution of 
Fungi 
 

 The fungi represent a unique opportunity to identify horizontal gene transfer 
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systematically in eukaryotes. Currently the fungi present the best data set for 

eukaryotic comparative genomics. The hemiascomycete yeast S. cerevisiae was the 

first completely sequenced eukaryotic genome. Fungal comparative genomics started 

in 2001 with the release of the genomic sequence of several yeast species other than 

the canonical S. cerevisiae, particularly Candida albicans. Since then, over 56 fungal 

genome sequences have become available with approximately 42 more on the way 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/leuks.cgi?p3=11:Fungi&taxgroup=11:Fungi

|12:). This set represents a very wide total evolutionary divergence, but also 

contains genomes from closely related species as well as multiple strains of the same 

species. With this data, it is becoming increasingly apparent that horizontal gene 

transfer has played an important role in the evolution of the fungi. Several cases of 

horizontal gene transfer in the fungi have been discovered as a consequence of this 

genomic sequencing. For example Dujon et al. identified several genes of recent 

bacterial origin in the four hemiascomycete genomes sequenced by the Génolevures 

project (Dujon et al. 2004). Genes identified by Dujon et al. include four genes from 

Yarrowia lipolytica1, and five genes from Kluyveromyces lactis2. Several cases of 

horizontal gene transfer have been identified as a byproduct of research on the genes 

themselves including fungal catalases (Katz 2002), the transfer of glycosyl 

                                                        
1 Eight genes were proposed by Dujon et al., but four of these, YALI0D21582g, YALI0F01408g, 

YALI0A15400g, and YALI0F11605g, are dubious because they appear to be homologous to genes from 

distant fungi, such as the basidiomycete Coprinus cinerea. 
2  One gene from Debaryomyces hansenii DEHA0B15763 was proposed by Dujon et al., but this is also 

dubious. 
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hydrolases into the chytrid Orpinomyces joyonii (Garcia-Vallve et al. 2000), and the 

transfer of a chymotrypsin from Streptomyces to the deuteromycete Metarhizium 

anisopliae (Screen and St Leger 2000). One case of horizontal gene transfer was 

discovered by a hypothesis driven search. This is the transfer of β-glucoronidase into 

euascomycete fungi (Wenzl et al. 2005). Recently, evidence has emerged that a gene 

encoding a critical virulence factor (ToxA) was transferred from Pyrenophora tritic-

repentis to Stagonospora nodorum (Friesen et al. 2006). This gene was part of an 11-

kilobase region that was found to be >99% identical between these two species. The 

average genetic identity between these two species is ~80%. It was only in 1941 that 

S. nodorum was observed to cause disease in Triticum sp. (wheat) similar to that 

caused by ToxA-containing P. tritic-repentis. This combined with the extremely high 

level of sequence identity between the two species in this region indicates a very 

recent transfer event. Similar fungus to fungus horizontal gene transfer has been 

observed in the transfer of a 40-kb region from Cryptococcus neoformans var. grubii to 

C. neoformans var. neoformans (Kavanaugh et al. 2006), and the transfer of a 23-kb 

genomic fragment from S. cerevisiae to Saccharomyces paradoxus (Liti et al. 2006). 

 These cases, while fascinating, only provide a hint as to the potential role of 

horizontal gene transfer in the fungi. As the number of available sequenced fungal 

genomes increases, these data can be used to systematically determine the frequency 

of horizontal gene transfer in specific lineages and into the fungi as a whole.  

1.6 Overview of this work 

 Initially, I set out to systematically determine the role of horizontal gene 
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transfer in a specific lineage. We employed a genome-wide comparative screen to 

determine the extent of horizontal gene transfer in two fungus species, Ashbya 

gossypii and S. cerevisiae. This comparison allowed me to identify potential cases of 

horizontal gene transfer since the divergence of these species. This resulted in the 

identification of 12 horizontally transferred genes in S. cerevisiae and one in A. 

gossypii. As a result of the success of the S. cerevisiae - A. gossypii screen, I expanded 

my analysis to include 46 fungal genomes. Remarkably, genes of recent bacterial 

origin were found in all fungi examined in all lineages reaching a total of hundreds of 

genes (Chapter 2).  

 As the identification of horizontally acquired genes is only the first step to 

understanding the full impact of horizontal gene transfer on the biology of the host 

species, four horizontally acquired genes in S. cerevisiae were studied experimentally 

to characterize their biological function. Most of the horizontally acquired genes 

identified in S. cerevisiae appear to be enzymes, including three of the genes tested 

experimentally. These enzymes are involved in a wide range of biological processes 

including pyrimidine biosynthesis, sulfur metabolism, and protection against 

ultraviolet radiation (Chapter 3).  

 Two of the five known genes required for biotin synthesis in S. cerevisiae are the 

result of recent horizontal acquisition. These two horizontal transfers, in combination 

with three cases of gene duplication with subsequent neo-functionalization, resulted 

in the dramatic re-construction of the biotin synthesis pathway in the 

hemiascomycetes (Chapter 4).   

 One horizontally acquired gene from S. cerevisiae, IRC4, as well as the single 
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case in A. gossypii, and other genes identified in the expanded HGT screen provide 

evidence that some of these genes enter fungal genomes as part of bacterial insertion 

sequences or IS elements (Chapter 5).  

 Finally, while horizontal gene transfer appears to be rather rare in fungi, I argue 

that these genes tell us more about fungal biology than their low numbers would 

indicate. These genes provide us with invaluable clues how fungi adapt to new 

environments and how genetic and genomic evolutionary processes function on 

individual genes (Chapter 6). 
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2. Identification of Horizontally Transferred Genes in Fungal 
Genomes 

2.1 Screening S. cerevisiae and A. gossypii 
 
 The fungi have emerged as a true powerhouse of eukaryotic comparative 

genomics. The past decade has seen a consistent and constant drop in the price and 

complexity of sequencing technology. As sequencing technology continues to mature, 

it has facilitated an expansion of whole-genome sequencing. Mycology has benefited 

greatly from whole-genome sequencing. The combination of small-genome size, 

laboratory amenability and economic relevance has made fungi an excellent system 

for eukaryotic genomics. In the fungi there is now sufficient genomic information in 

some clades to identify cases of horizontal gene transfer with little ambiguity. Also, 

fungi (particularly S. cerevisiae) are well developed experimental models, therefore 

horizontally acquired genes can be investigated experimentally, an essential 

component of a true understanding of the role of horizontal gene transfer in 

eukaryotic evolution. 

In order to determine a broad estimate of horizontal gene transfer in a 

specific fungal lineage, we employed a genome-wide comparative screen to determine 

the extent of horizontal gene transfer in the S. cerevisiae and A. gossypii lineages. This 

comparison allowed the identification of potential cases of horizontal gene transfer 

since the divergence of these species. This approach is based on the assumption that 

recent transfer events can be more readily identified than more ancient events.  
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In addition to being one of the best-studied eukaryotic model systems, S. 

cerevisiae is the first eukaryote whose genome was completely sequenced (Goffeau et 

al. 1996). The S. cerevisiae genome encodes about 5,570 proteins (Brachat et al. 2003) 

and is an ideal system in which to detect horizontal gene transfer from prokaryotes 

to eukaryotes. For comparative purposes, a fungal genome sequence separated from 

S. cerevisiae by an appropriate evolutionary distance is needed. Closely related 

Saccharomyces species such as the Saccharomyces sensu stricto species (Cliften et al. 

2003; Kellis et al. 2004) contain a very similar gene set to that of S. cerevisiae, whereas 

in more distantly related fungi such as Neurospora crassa (Galagan et al. 2003), 

homologues of only around 50% of S. cerevisiae genes can be identified. More useful 

evolutionary distances are represented by A. gossypii (Dietrich et al. 2004), 

Kluyveromyces lactis (Dujon et al. 2004), and Kluyveromyces waltii (Kellis et al. 2004) 

genomes, where approximately 95% of the genes have identifiable homologs in S. 

cerevisiae. Genes horizontally transferred since the divergence of these species with S. 

cerevisiae are to be found among the remaining 5% of genes lacking homologs between 

these species.  

As a result of the initial S. cerevisiae to A. gossypii screen, 12 potential cases of 

horizontal gene transfer in S. cerevisiae and one case in A. gossypii have been 

identified. This screen has left little doubt that there are genes of recent prokaryotic 

origin in the hemiascomycetes. 

 In order to determine if horizontal gene transfer is an evolutionary mechanism 

in the fungi generally and not just in S. cerevisiae and A. gossypii, I conducted a 

genome-level screen of 44 additional fungal genomes. The 46 included 39 genomes 
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from individual species, three strains of S. cerevisiae, and two varieties of C. 

neoformans and Cryptococcus gattii. In all fungal genomes examined genes of recent 

bacterial origins were identified, including one additional gene from S. cerevisiae. This 

strongly indicates that horizontal gene transfer is wide spread amongst the fungi and 

that horizontal transfer is an important mechanism of gene acquisition in fungi. 

2.2 Methods  

2.2.1 Horizontal Gene Transfer in S. cerevisiae and A. gossypii 

 The S. cerevisiae protein set (Hong et al.; Goffeau et al. 1996), A. gossypii 

(Dietrich et al. 2004) protein set, and a database of all available bacterial protein 

sequences were compared to each other by tFASTA (Pearson and Lipman 1988). To 

determine whether S. cerevisiae genes with better alignments to bacterial genes than A. 

gossypii genes were present in other eukaryotes, all S. cerevisiae and A. gossypii genes 

with better alignments to bacterial genes were compared by BLAST (Altschul et al. 

1997) to general and fungal databases. BLAST results were evaluated by 

comparison of relative E values with a minimal E-value cutoff of 10.  

2.2.2 Horizontal Gene Transfer in 46 Fungal Genomes 

 Fungal proteins were acquired from the annotations of Jason Stajich (Stajich) 

unless otherwise noted (Table 1).  
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Table 1: Fungal Genomes Examined for Horizontal Gene Transfer 

Species  Reference or Sequencing Center 
S. cerevisiae S288c (Goffeau et al. 1996) 
S. cerevisiae YJM789 (Liti et al. 2006) 
S. cerevisiae RM11-1a (Gu et al. 2005) 
S. paradoxus  (Kellis et al. 2004) 
Saccharomyces mikatae (Cliften et al. 2003; Kellis et al. 2004) 
Saccharomyces 
kudriavzevii 

(Cliften et al. 2003) 

Saccharomyces bayanus (Cliften et al. 2003) 
Saccharomyces castellii (Cliften et al. 2003; Cliften et al. 2006) 
Candida glabrata (Dujon et al. 2004) 
K. waltii (Kellis et al. 2004) 
Saccharomyces kluyveri (Cliften et al. 2006) 
K. lactis (Dujon et al. 2004) 
A. gossypii (Dietrich et al. 2004) 
D. hansenii (Dujon et al. 2004) 
Candida albicans (Jones et al. 2004) 
Candida dubliniensis (van Het Hoog et al. 2007) 
Candida tropicalis (Fitzpatrick et al. 2006) 
Candida lusitaniae (Fitzpatrick et al. 2006) 
Candida guilliermondii (Fitzpatrick et al. 2006) 
Y. lipolytica (Dujon et al. 2004) 
N. crassa (Galagan et al. 2003) 
Magnaporthe grisea (Dean et al. 2005) 
Gibberella zea (http://www.broad.mit.edu) 
Fusarium verticillioides (http://www.broad.mit.edu) 
Trichoderma reesei (http://genome.jgi-psf.org/Trire2/Trire2.home.html) 
Podospora anserine (http://podospora.igmors.u-psud.fr/) 
Chaetomium globosum (http://www.broad.mit.edu) 
Aspergillus nidulans (Galagan et al. 2005) 
Aspergillus fumigatus (Nierman et al. 2005) 
Aspergillus terreus (Jones 2007) 
Aspergillus oryzae (Machida et al. 2005) 
Histoplasma capsulatum (http://www.genome.wustl.edu/genome.cgi?GENOME=Histoplasma%20capsulatum) 
Coccidioides immitis (http://www.broad.mit.edu) 
Uncinocarpus reesii (http://www.broad.mit.edu) 
Botrytis cinerea (http://www.broad.mit.edu) 
Sclerotinia sclerotiorum (http://www.broad.mit.edu) 
Stagonospora nodorum (Fitzpatrick et al. 2006) 
Schizosaccharomyces 
pombe 

(Wood et al. 2002) 

C. neoformans var. grubii 
serotype A, strain H99 

(Kavanaugh et al. 2006) 

C. neoformans var. 
neoformans serotype D, 
strain JEC21 

(Loftus et al. 2005) 

C. gattii serotype B, 
strain WM276 

(Warren et al. 2005) 

C. gattii serotype B/C, 
strain R265 

(Broad) 

Coprinus cinereus (http://coprinus.cgt.duke.edu/; 
http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/genome/coprinus_cinereus/Home.html) 
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Phanerochaete 
chrysosporium 

(http://genome.jgi-psf.org/whiterot1/whiterot1.home.html) 

Ustilago maydis (Kamper et al. 2006) 
Rhizopus oryzae (Russell et al. 2006) 
 

The protein set of each fungal genome was compared by BLAST (Altschul et al. 

1997) to a eukaryotic database which included the annotated proteins of Anopheles 

gambiae (Holt et al. 2002), A. thaliana (Arabidopsis Initiative 2000), A. gossypii 

(Dietrich et al. 2004), A. fumigatus (Nierman et al. 2005), Caenorhabditis elegans 

(Abbott 1998), C. albicans (Jones et al. 2004), C. glabrata (Dujon et al. 2004), C. 

neoformans JEC21 (Loftus et al. 2005), D. hansenii (Dujon et al. 2004), Drosophila 

melanogaster (Adams et al. 2000), K. lactis (Dujon et al. 2004), Plasmodium falciparum 

(Gardner et al. 2002), S. cerevisiae S288c (Goffeau et al. 1996), S. pombe (Wood et al. 

2002), and Y. lipolytica (Dujon et al. 2004). When fungal genomes included in the 

eukaryotic database, such as A. fumigatus, were screened, that genome was excluded 

from the eukaryotic database. If no significant match (an expectation or E-value less 

than 0.0009) for a protein was found in the eukaryotic databases, the protein was 

compared by BLAST to a compiled bacterial protein database. To determine 

whether fungal genes with matches to bacterial genes but not to genes from the 

eukaryotes in the eukaryotic protein database were not simply genes lost from the 

species included in the eukaryotic database, all genes with only matches to bacterial 

genes were compared by BLAST (Altschul et al. 1997) to general and fungal 

databases. In order to be considered a HGT candidate, a gene must be at least 30% 

identical to a prokaryotic protein, with an alignment over at least 75% of the full 

protein length. These criteria were chosen to eliminate matches weak BLAST matches 
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or matches confined to only to regions or domains of a gene. Some genes appear to 

have errors in their annotation, causing violation of these rules. It is likely that some 

of these genes are of prokaryotic origin but they were excluded from the final list to 

avoid the introduction of errors. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 A. gossypii and S. cerevisiae 

 The tFASTA program was used to compare the S. cerevisiae and A. gossypii 

protein sets both to the genomic DNA of each other and also to the complete set of 

bacterial sequences found in GenBank (Benson et al. 1999). S. cerevisiae genes with 

homologs in bacteria but not A. gossypii and A. gossypii genes with homologs in 

bacteria but not S. cerevisiae were identified as putative horizontally transferred 

genes. The approximately 100 genes that satisfied these criteria were then compared 

to available fungal sequences, and genes with homologs in other fungal species were 

eliminated, as these genes most likely represent cases of gene loss and not horizontal 

gene transfer. The 13 S. cerevisiae genes and the 1 A. gossypii gene identified as 

potential horizontal gene transfer candidates are shown in Table 2. One gene, 

YJM789HT1, is not found in S288c, the S. cerevisiae genome used in the initial S. 

cerevisiae screen. YJM789HT1 was identified in the expanded fungal screen for HGT 

in strain YJM789. 
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Table 2: Gene Candidates for horizontal transfer in A. gossypii and S. cerevisiae 
Updated from Hall et al (Hall et al. 2005). 

Locus name Gene 
name 

Function Phenotype Percent identity / 
bacterial best 
alignment 

Gene 

Phylogeny 

Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae 

      

YLL060C GTT2 glutathione S-
transferase 

Sensitive to 
menadione 

75% / 
Bradyrhizobium 
japonicum 

Figure 2 

YKL216W URA1 Dihydroorotate 
dehydrogenase 

Uracil 
auxotroph 

74% / Lactococcus 
lactis 

Chapter 3 

YJL217W    65% / 
Xanthomonas 
campestris 

 

YDR540C IRC4  UV sensitive 62% / Lactobacillus 
casei 

 

YFR055W IRC7 Methionine 
gamma lyase 

Cysteine 
degradation 

60% / Yersinia 
pestis 

Figure 3 

YJL218W  Galactoside 
acetyl-
transferase 

 59% / 
Methanosarcina 
mazei 

Figure 4 

YOL164W BDS1 Alkyl-aryl-
sulfatase 

Unable to use 
a lkyl and 
aryl sulfates 
as sulfur 
sources 

56% / 
Rhodopseudomonas 
palustris 

Chapter 3 

YNR058W BIO3 7,8-diamino-
perlargonic acid 
synthetase 

Biotin 
auxotroph 

58% / Yersinia 
bercovieri 

Chapter 4 

YKL107W  Oxidoreductase  52% / Ralstonia 
solanacearum 
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YJM789HT1  Acetyl-
transferase 

 47% / Enterococcus 
faecalis 

 

YNR057C BIO4 Dethiobiotin 
synthase 

Biotin 
auxotroph 

44% / 
Gluconobacter 
oxydans 

Chapter 4 

YPL245W  ATP-dependent 
exoDNAse 

 44% / 
Gluconobacter 
oxydans 

 

YMR090W  Nucleoside-
sugar epimerase 

 42% / Bacillus 
coagulans 

 

Ashbya 
gossypii 

     

AGL264W  Tranposase IS605-TnB 25% / Helicobacter 
pylori 

 

 
 Six of the genes identified in S. cerevisiae (YJL217W, IRC4, YKL217W, 

YJM789HT1, YPL245W, and YMR090W) are found only in hemiascomycete fungi 

closely related to S. cerevisiae and prokaryotes and in no other eukaryotes. 

AGL264W is found only in A. gossypii and prokaryotes. For the remaining genes 

identified as a horizontal gene transfer candidates (GTT2, URA1, IRC7, YJL218W, 

BDS1, BIO3, and BIO4) a gene phylogeny was constructed. Horizontal gene transfer 

from bacteria was supported in each case (See Figures 2, 3, and 4. Phylogenetic 

analyses of URA1, BDS1, BIO3, and BIO4 are presented in Chapters 3 and 4).  
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Figure 2: Gene phylogeny of GTT2 Cladogram constructed from a 50% majority-
rule consensus of 10,000 sampled with Bayesian MCMC in MrBayes 3 (Huelsenbeck 
et al. 2001). Numbers indicate Bayesian posterior probability and NJ bootstrap 
values respectively. Eukaryotic taxa are labelled in gray and prokaryotic taxa are 
labelled in green. 
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Figure 3: Gene Phylogeny of IRC7/YFR055W and related sulfur metabolism 
genes. Cladogram constructed from a 50% majority-rule consensus of 10,000 
sampled with Bayesian MCMC in MrBayes 3 (Huelsenbeck et al. 2001). Numbers 
indicate Bayesian posterior probability and NJ bootstrap values respectively. 
Eukaryotic taxa are labelled in gray and prokaryotic taxa are labelled in green. 
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Figure 4: Gene phylogeny of YJL218W. Cladogram constructed from a 50% 
majority-rule consensus of 10,000 sampled with Bayesian MCMC in MrBayes 3 
(Huelsenbeck et al. 2001). Numbers indicate Bayesian posterior probability and NJ 
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bootstrap values respectively. Eukaryotic taxa are labelled in gray and prokaryotic 
taxa are labelled in green. 
 

2.3.3 Other Fungi 

All genes with matches to prokaryotic genes at least 30% identical over 75% 

of the length of the gene and without matches to eukaryotes in the expanded fungal 

screen for horizontal gene transfer are listed in Table 3.  

Table 3: Gene candidates for horizontal transfer in other fungi. Cells highlighted 
in yellow indicate genes with possible intron gain. Cells highlighted in gray indicate 
genes already identified as horizontal transfer [* - (Hall et al. 2005), ** - (Dujon et al. 
2004), *** - (Wenzl et al. 2005), **** - (Screen and St Leger 2000)] 

Ascomycota     
Hemiascomycota     
S. paradoxus S. mikatae S. kudriavzezii S. bayanus S. castellii 
   BDS1*  
BIO3* BIO3* BIO3* BIO3*  
BIO4* BIO4* BIO4* BIO4*  
GTT2     GTT2  

 IRC4* IRC4*   
IRC7* IRC7* IRC7* IRC7*  
URA1* URA1* URA1* URA1*  URA1* 
YJL217W* YJL217W* YJL217W* YJL217W*  
YJL218W* YJL218W* YJL218W* YJL218W*   
YKL107W YKL107W YKL107W YKL107W YKL107W 

YMR090W* YMR090W* YMR090W* YMR090W* YMR090W* 
YPL245W* YPL245W* YPL245W* YPL245W* YPL245W* 
Pseudo-
SmikORFP:11410 SmikORFP:11410  

sbay:sbay_c511-
g1.1  

     
C. glabrata K. waltii S. kluyveri K. lactis  

  BIO3* BIO3*  

 BIO4* BIO4* BIO4*  

   IRC7*    

 URA1* URA1* URA1*  

 YJL218W* YJL218W*    

 YKL107W YKL107W YKL107W  
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YMR090W* YMR090W* YMR090W* YMR090W*  
YPL245W* YPL245W* YPL245W* YPL245W*  

CAG58378.1 
kwal_SNAP:kwal
_001-snap.2 

sklu:sklu_c2176-
snap.1 KLLA0A00220g  

 
kwal_SNAP:kwal
_034-snap.13 

sklu:sklu_c2266-
g4.1 KLLA0A02431g**  

 
kwal_SNAP:kwal
_055-snap.23  

sklu:sklu_c2266-
g4.1 KLLA0A10351g  

 
kwal_SNAP:kwal
_173-snap.12 

sklu:sklu_c2312-
g4.1 KLLA0A12089g**  

 
kwal_SNAP:kwal
_214-snap.4  

sklu:sklu_c2312-
g4.1 KLLA0B00451g**  

 
kwal_SNAP:kwal
_240-snap.4  

sklu:sklu_c2420-
g6.1 KLLA0B05269g  

 
kwal_SNAP:kwal
_429-snap.2  

sklu:sklu_c2420-
g6.1 KLLA0C09218g**  

 
kwal_SNAP:kwal
_446-snap.1  

sklu:sklu_c2440-
g20.1 KLLA0D06281g  

 
kwal_SNAP:kwal
_477-snap.2  

sklu:sklu_c2440-
g20.1 KLLA0E00286g  

  
sklu:skluc2420-
g6.1 KLLA0E04499g  

  
sklu:skluc2420-
g6.1 KLLA0F15037g  

   KLLA0F24948g  
 
D. hansenii C. albicans C. dubliniensis C. tropicalis C. lusitaniae 

 BIO3* cdub:cdub_26-g1.1 
ctro:ctro_1.1-
g995.1 

clus_SNAP:clus_1.
1-snap.686 

BIO4* BIO4* 
cdub:cdub_14-
g249.1 

ctro:ctro_1.1-
g994.1  

YMR090W* YMR090W* 
cdub:cdub_154-
g2.1 

ctro:ctro_1.1-
g487.1  

DEHA0A00913g CaO19.8335 
cdub:cdub_154-
g1.1 ctro:ctro_1.1-g21.1  

DEHA0A01100g CaO19.8651 
cdub:cdub_114-
g1.1 ctro:ctro_1.4-g87.1  

DEHA0A15136g CaO19.720 
cdub:cdub_261-
g1.1 

ctro:ctro_1.5-
g471.1  

DEHA0B00176g CaO19.13958 
cdub:cdub_335-
g2.1 

ctro:ctro_1.7-
g400.1  

DEHA0B00539g CaO19_7507 
cdub:cdub_356-
g1.1   

DEHA0B15004g CaO19.8008 
cdub:cdub_170-
g1.1   

DEHA0B16093g CaO19_12978 
cdub:cdub_335-
g1.1   

DEHA0B16599g QTH1 
cdub:cdub_356-
g2.1   

DEHA0D00957g  
cdub:cdub_435-
g1.1    

DEHA0D03476g     
DEHA0D13772g     
DEHA0D14058g     
DEHA0D17897g     
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DEHA0D20790g     
DEHA0E04180g     
DEHA0E23144g     
DEHA0F00209g     
DEHA0F09977g     
DEHA0F23441g     
DEHA0F28941g     
DEHA0F28963g     
DEHA0G00275g     
DEHA0G22968g     
PSEUDO_CAG87
655.1     

 
C. guilliermondii Y. lipolytica    
cgui:cgui_1.2-
g266.1 YALI0A00957g    
cgui:cgui_1.1-
g560.1 YALI0A15400g    
cgui:cgui_1.2-
g754.1 YALI0B01254g    
cgui:cgui_1.3-
g578.1 YALI0C07777g    
cgui:cgui_1.2-
g369.1 YALI0D02453g    
cgui:cgui_1.4-
g591.1 YALI0D03597g    
cgui:cgui_1.5-g5.1 YALI0D17380g    
cgui:cgui_1.5-g2.1 YALI0E33011g**    
cgui_SNAP:cgui_1.
6-snap.203 YALI0F04290g**    
cgui:cgui_1.4-
g289.1 YALI0F05654g**    
cgui:cgui_1.4-g2.1 YALI0F11605g    

 YALI0F27973g    

 YALI0F31361g    

 YALI0F31867g**    
 
Euascomycota     
N. crassa M. grisea G. zea F. verticilioides T. reesei 

NCU01080.1  MG00095.4  FG05681.1 
fver_2.15-
snap.161 tree_1065-snap.1 

NCU02597.1  MG00144.4  FG08061.1 
fver_2.12-
snap.304 tree_12-snap.170 

NCU04029.1  MG00202.4  
fgra_1.114-
snap.41 

fver_2.12-
snap.372 tree_12-snap.172 

NCU04575.1  MG00375.4  fgra_1.122-snap.5 
fver_2.14-
snap.320 tree_12-snap.79 

NCU04996.1  MG00573.4  
fgra_1.142-
snap.50 

fver_2.15-
snap.328 tree_15-snap.112 

NCU05700.1  MG00931.4  fgra_1.145- fver_2.18- tree_18-snap.218 
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snap.62 snap.322 

NCU06343.1  MG01367.4  
fgra_1.146-
snap.14 

fver_2.19-
snap.100 tree_19-snap.118 

NCU06505.1  MG01438.4  
fgra_1.148-
snap.83 

fver_2.19-
snap.296 tree_19-snap.172 

NCU07050.1  MG02107.4  
fgra_1.148-
snap.92 

fver_2.19-
snap.313 tree_19-snap.181 

NCU07270.1  MG02199.4  fgra_1.152-snap.5 
fver_2.1-
snap.1327 tree_19-snap.204 

NCU09425.1  MG02210.4  
fgra_1.158-
snap.16 fver_2.1-snap.431 tree_1-snap.571 

NCU09653.1  MG02306.4  
fgra_1.160-
snap.13 fver_2.20-snap.53 tree_20-snap.123 

NCU09702.1  MG02841.4  
fgra_1.160-
snap.29 fver_2.20-snap.85 tree_22-snap.24 

NCU09703.1  MG03338.4  
fgra_1.166-
snap.14 

fver_2.22-
snap.289 tree_22-snap.5 

NCU09913.1  MG03507.4  
fgra_1.168-
snap.58 

fver_2.23-
snap.119 tree_22-snap.9 

 MG03575.4  
fgra_1.180-
snap.12 

fver_2.24-
snap.179 tree_25-snap.187 

 MG03968.4  
fgra_1.190-
snap.79 fver_2.24-snap.67 tree_25-snap.25 

 MG04217.4  
fgra_1.194-
snap.53 

fver_2.27-
snap.140 tree_27-snap.41 

 MG04778.4  
fgra_1.194-
snap.73 

fver_2.27-
snap.145 tree_27-snap.7 

 MG04937.4  
fgra_1.196-
snap.111 fver_2.27-snap.89 tree_28-snap.68 

 MG05493.4  
fgra_1.196-
snap.124 fver_2.28-snap.15 tree_2-snap.76 

 MG05597.4  
fgra_1.200-
snap.11 

fver_2.28-
snap.179 tree_30-snap.13 

 MG06545.4  fgra_1.221-snap.3 
fver_2.28-
snap.230 tree_30-snap.97 

 MG06637.4  
fgra_1.233-
snap.150 

fver_2.28-
snap.238 tree_31-snap.143 

 MG07354.4  fgra_1.236-snap.6 
fver_2.2-
snap.1077 tree_31-snap.31 

 MG08342.4  
fgra_1.246-
snap.31 fver_2.2-snap.182 tree_36-snap.85 

 MG09019.4  
fgra_1.259-
snap.119 fver_2.32-snap.40 tree_36-snap.94 

 MG09056.4  fgra_1.259-snap.6 fver_2.32-snap.78 tree_37-snap.107 

 MG09149.4  
fgra_1.313-
snap.44 

fver_2.33-
snap.162 tree_37-snap.63 

 MG09951.4  
fgra_1.316-
snap.21 fver_2.33-snap.62 tree_3-snap.36 

 MG10060.4  
fgra_1.316-
snap.46 fver_2.34-snap.28 tree_3-snap.442 

 MG10362.4  
fgra_1.318-
snap.27 fver_2.34-snap.76 tree_3-snap.534 

 MG10550.4  
fgra_1.318-
snap.28 

fver_2.35-
snap.148 tree_41-snap.19 

 MG11067.4  
fgra_1.320-
snap.53 fver_2.35-snap.60 tree_41-snap.72 

  
fgra_1.324-
snap.28 

fver_2.36-
snap.112 tree_4-snap.333 
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fgra_1.328-
snap.26 fver_2.36-snap.30 tree_4-snap.423 

  
fgra_1.329-
snap.65 fver_2.36-snap.34 tree_51-snap.36 

  
fgra_1.335-
snap.19 fver_2.37-snap.62 tree_58-snap.24 

  
fgra_1.370-
snap.126 

fver_2.39-
snap.108 tree_5-snap.425 

  fgra_1.374-snap.8 fver_2.39-snap.61 tree_63-snap.15 

  
fgra_1.446-
snap.63 fver_2.3-snap.462 tree_63-snap.22 

  
fgra_1.449-
snap.13 fver_2.40-snap.60 tree_678-snap.1 

  
fgra_1.459-
snap.50 fver_2.41-snap.71 tree_6-snap.301 

  
fgra_1.460-
snap.23 

fver_2.42-
snap.104 tree_928-snap.1 

  
fgra_1.460-
snap.50 fver_2.42-snap.17 tree_9-snap.202 

  
fgra_1.460-
snap.65 fver_2.45-snap.27  

  
fgra_1.463-
snap.20 fver_2.48-snap.30  

  
fgra_1.464-
snap.63 fver_2.4-snap.593  

  
fgra_1.465-
snap.74 fver_2.4-snap.670  

  
fgra_1.467-
snap.59 fver_2.52-snap.17  

  
fgra_1.470-
snap.13 fver_2.52-snap.3  

  
fgra_1.473-
snap.17 fver_2.54-snap.24  

  
fgra_1.473-
snap.23 fver_2.6-snap.208  

  fgra_1.5-snap.17 fver_2.6-snap.389  

  fgra_1.8-snap.19 fver_2.6-snap.635  

  fgra_1.93-snap.15 fver_2.7-snap.571  

  fgra_1.94-snap.2 fver_2.9-snap.26  

   fver_2.9-snap.261  

   fver_2.9-snap.64  

   fver_2.9-snap.93  

     
 
C. globosum A. nidulans A. fumigatus A. terreus A. oryzae 
cglo_1.1-
snap.1233 AN1139.2 Afu1g11570 ATEG_07166 

AO090038000009
*** 

cglo_1.1-snap.265 AN8752.2 Afu5g00510 ater_1.5-snap.180  AO090001000050 

cglo_1.1-snap.311 AN0017 anid_1.2 Afu6g02845 ater_1.11-snap.74  AO090003000795 

cglo_1.1-snap.45 AN0080 anid_1.3 afum_52-snap.145 ater_1.9-snap.219  AO090003000847 

cglo_1.1-snap.49 AN0506 anid_1.7 afum_52-snap.186 
ater_1.13-
snap.496  AO090003001464 

cglo_1.1-snap.670 AN0743 afum_52-snap.192 ater_1.8-snap.246  AO090005000254 
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anid_1.12 

cglo_1.1-snap.82 
AN1305 
anid_1.18 afum_52-snap.244 ater_1.6-snap.776  AO090005001023 

cglo_1.1-snap.85 
AN1619 
anid_1.26 afum_52-snap.345 ater_1.16-snap.24  AO090009000017 

cglo_1.1-snap.926 
AN1621 
anid_1.26 afum_52-snap.352 ater_1.7-snap.20  AO090009000054 

cglo_1.2-snap.163 
AN2010 
anid_1.32 afum_52-snap.366 

ater_1.14-
snap.120  AO090009000060 

cglo_1.2-
snap.1662 

AN2394 
anid_1.39 afum_52-snap.420 ater_1.8-snap.433  AO090009000505 

cglo_1.2-
snap.1894 

AN2563 
anid_1.43 afum_52-snap.53 ater_1.2-snap.283  AO090010000161 

cglo_1.2-snap.262 
AN2588 
anid_1.43 afum_52-snap.79 

ater_1.14-
snap.218 AO090010000173 

cglo_1.2-snap.897 
AN2784 
anid_1.49 afum_52-snap.82 

ater_1.12-
snap.502 AO090010000339 

cglo_1.3-
snap.1093 

AN2789 
anid_1.49 afum_52-snap.92 ater_1.4-snap.366  AO090010000375 

cglo_1.3-
snap.1240 

AN2818 
anid_1.50 afum_53-snap.191 

ater_1.12-
snap.512 AO090010000570 

cglo_1.3-
snap.1857 

AN3331 
anid_1.55 afum_53-snap.193 

ater_1.15-
snap.309 AO090011000026 

cglo_1.3-snap.40 
AN3336 
anid_1.55 afum_53-snap.193 

ater_1.10-
snap.536 AO090011000066 

cglo_1.3-snap.82 
AN3505 
anid_1.59 afum_53-snap.290 

ater_1.15-
snap.163 AO090011000157 

cglo_1.4-
snap.1216 

AN4010 
anid_1.65 afum_53-snap.341 ater_1.5-snap.756  AO090011000234 

cglo_1.4-
snap.1434 

AN4644 
anid_1.79 afum_53-snap.355 ater_1.2-snap.519  AO090011000705 

cglo_1.4-snap.220 
AN5853 
anid_1.100 afum_53-snap.356 

ater_1.16-
snap.157 AO090012000668 

cglo_1.4-snap.960 
AN6648 
anid_1.110 afum_53-snap.373 ater_1.4-snap.28 AO090020000166 

cglo_1.5-
snap.1064 

AN6936 
anid_1.115 afum_53-snap.411 ater_1.3-snap.634  AO090020000270 

cglo_1.5-
snap.1658 

AN6943 
anid_1.115 afum_53-snap.426 ater_1.14-snap.45  AO090020000698 

cglo_1.5-
snap.1874 

AN7121 
anid_1.119 afum_53-snap.429 

ater_1.1-
snap.1077 AO090023000282 

cglo_1.5-snap.836 
AN7241 
anid_1.123 afum_53-snap.479 ater_1.2-snap.520  AO090023000545 

cglo_1.5-snap.843 
AN7413 
anid_1.128 afum_54-snap.157 ater_1.4-snap.923  AO090023000581 

cglo_1.6-
snap.1066 

AN7738 
anid_1.131 afum_54-snap.167 ater_1.8-snap.198  AO090026000237 

cglo_1.6-
snap.1340 

AN7907 
anid_1.135 afum_54-snap.259 ater_1.9-snap.427  AO090038000030 

cglo_1.6-
snap.1560 

AN7930 
anid_1.135 afum_54-snap.658 ater_1.3-snap.605  AO090038000118 

cglo_1.6-snap.163 
AN7940 
anid_1.135 afum_54-snap.790 

ater_1.1-
snap.1007  AO090102000002 

cglo_1.6-snap.348 
AN8132 
anid_1.140 afum_55-snap.129 

ater_1.11-
snap.339 AO090102000042 

cglo_1.6-snap.546 
AN8360 
anid_1.151 afum_55-snap.158 

ater_1.12-
snap.150 AO090102000296 

cglo_1.6-snap.58 
AN8362 
anid_1.151 afum_55-snap.345 ater_1.5-snap.395  AO090102000417 
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cglo_1.6-snap.993 
AN8432 
anid_1.153 afum_55-snap.405  AO090113000049 

cglo_1.7-
snap.1169 

AN8549 
anid_1.157 afum_56-snap.117  AO090120000451 

cglo_1.7-snap.496 
AN8658 
anid_1.158 afum_56-snap.198  AO090138000100 

cglo_1.7-snap.595 
AN9009 
anid_1.168 afum_56-snap.243  AO090701000419 

cglo_1.7-snap.626 
AN9115 
anid_1.169 afum_56-snap.261  AO090701000498 

cglo_1.7-snap.718 
AN9281 
anid_1.172 afum_56-snap.43   

cglo_1.8-snap.276 
AN9351 
anid_1.172 afum_57-snap.20   

  afum_57-snap.21   
  afum_57-snap.478   
  afum_57-snap.97   
  afum_58-snap.117   
  afum_58-snap.27   
  afum_58-snap.295   
  afum_59-snap.128   
  afum_59-snap.197   
  afum_59-snap.369   
  afum_59-snap.53   
  afum_59-snap.665   
  afum_59-snap.721   
  afum_59-snap.88   
  afum_62-snap.228   
  afum_62-snap.336   
  afum_63-snap.34   
  afum_65-snap.111   
  afum_65-snap.230   
  afum_65-snap.247   
  afum_65-snap.262   
  afum_65-snap.30   
  afum_65-snap.66   
  afum_66-snap.170   
  afum_66-snap.180   
  afum_66-snap.210   
  afum_66-snap.97   
  afum_67-snap.39   
  afum_69-snap.652   
  afum_69-snap.896   
  afum_70-snap.290   
  afum_70-snap.587   
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  afum_70-snap.760   
  afum_70-snap.868   
  afum_70-snap.972   
  afum_71-snap.17   
  afum_71-snap.550   
  afum_71-snap.56   
  afum_71-snap.81   

  
afum_72-
snap.1043   

  
afum_72-
snap.1068   

  
afum_72-
snap.1094   

  
afum_72-
snap.1118   

  afum_72-snap.167   
  afum_72-snap.735   
  afum_72-snap.861   
     
C. immitis U. reesii B. cinerea S. sclerotiorum H. capsulatum 

CIMG_10024 
hcap_uree_2.1-
snap.1755 

fgra-bcin_1.108-
snap.22 

fgra-sscl_1.7-
snap.215 

hcap-186R_27.6-
snap.5 

cimm_1.102-snap.7 
hcap_uree_2.1-
snap.1756 

fgra-bcin_1.11-
snap.47 

fgra-sscl_1.10-
snap.251 

hcap-186R_1.135-
snap.4 

cimm_1.104-snap.4 
hcap_uree_2.1-
snap.2193 

fgra-bcin_1.13-
snap.75 

fgra-sscl_1.11-
snap.101 

hcap-186R_12.77-
snap.2 

cimm_1.109-
snap.67 

hcap_uree_2.1-
snap.2275 

fgra-bcin_1.158-
snap.13 

fgra-sscl_1.13-
snap.43 

hcap-186R_12.82-
snap.1 

cimm_1.119-
snap.22 

hcap_uree_2.1-
snap.3224 

fgra-bcin_1.159-
snap.9 

fgra-sscl_1.15-
snap.209 

hcap-186R_123.1-
snap.1 

cimm_1.132-
snap.18 

hcap_uree_2.1-
snap.3665 

fgra-bcin_1.17-
snap.113 

fgra-sscl_1.19-
snap.184 

hcap-186R_128.1-
snap.1 

cimm_1.132-
snap.19 

hcap_uree_2.1-
snap.397 

fgra-bcin_1.180-
snap.5 

fgra-sscl_1.20-
snap.79 

hcap-186R_14.40-
snap.14 

cimm_1.132-
snap.20 

hcap_uree_2.1-
snap.628 

fgra-bcin_1.1-
snap.303 

fgra-sscl_1.22-
snap.136 

hcap-186R_14.54-
snap.4 

cimm_1.142-
snap.13 

hcap_uree_2.2-
snap.1560 

fgra-bcin_1.22-
snap.51 

fgra-sscl_1.22-
snap.64 

hcap-186R_16.15-
snap.11 

cimm_1.152-
snap.47 

hcap_uree_2.2-
snap.232 

fgra-bcin_1.245-
snap.1 

fgra-sscl_1.2-
snap.198 

hcap-186R_17.2-
snap.9 

cimm_1.167-
snap.55 

hcap_uree_2.2-
snap.364 

fgra-bcin_1.273-
snap.1 

fgra-sscl_1.2-
snap.322 

hcap-186R_17.3-
snap.3 

cimm_1.169-
snap.237 

hcap_uree_2.2-
snap.733 

fgra-bcin_1.32-
snap.13 

fgra-sscl_1.2-
snap.323 

hcap-186R_19.5-
snap.51 

cimm_1.169-
snap.27 

hcap_uree_2.3-
snap.1246 

fgra-bcin_1.37-
snap.25 

fgra-sscl_1.2-
snap.640 

hcap-186R_20.10-
snap.14 

cimm_1.169-
snap.28 

hcap_uree_2.3-
snap.1753 

fgra-bcin_1.37-
snap.40 

fgra-sscl_1.3-
snap.193 

hcap-186R_20.24-
snap.10 

cimm_1.181-snap.3 
hcap_uree_2.3-
snap.1918 

fgra-bcin_1.3-
snap.2 

fgra-sscl_1.3-
snap.415 

hcap-186R_27.16-
snap.5 

cimm_1.192-
snap.39 

hcap_uree_2.3-
snap.1961 

fgra-bcin_1.3-
snap.236 

fgra-sscl_1.6-
snap.28 

hcap-186R_3.23-
snap.4 

cimm_1.196-snap.7 
hcap_uree_2.3-
snap.290 

fgra-bcin_1.3-
snap.54 

fgra-sscl_1.7-
snap.361 

hcap-186R_3.47-
snap.1 
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cimm_1.19-snap.92 
hcap_uree_2.4-
snap.136 

fgra-bcin_1.40-
snap.44  

hcap-186R_3.57-
snap.2 

cimm_1.20-
snap.106 

hcap_uree_2.4-
snap.539 

fgra-bcin_1.51-
snap.8  

hcap-186R_3.70-
snap.8 

cimm_1.20-
snap.107 

hcap_uree_2.4-
snap.603 

fgra-bcin_1.53-
snap.53  

hcap-186R_31.30-
snap.2 

cimm_1.25-snap.25  
fgra-bcin_1.54-
snap.33  

hcap-186R_31.30-
snap.3 

cimm_1.25-snap.66  
fgra-bcin_1.59-
snap.21  

hcap-186R_4.26-
snap.6 

cimm_1.39-snap.20  
fgra-bcin_1.59-
snap.22  

hcap-186R_6.34-
snap.4 

cimm_1.45-snap.14  
fgra-bcin_1.7-
snap.82  

hcap-186R_7.34-
snap.9 

cimm_1.55-snap.18  
fgra-bcin_1.87-
snap.18   

cimm_1.71-snap.25  
fgra-bcin_1.89-
snap.6   

cimm_1.84-snap.61  
fgra-bcin_1.8-
snap.99   

cimm_1.85-snap.28  
fgra-bcin_1.95-
snap.3   

cimm_1.8-snap.174  
fgra-bcin_1.97-
snap.26   

cimm_1.8-snap.185     
cimm_1.8-snap.197     
cimm_1.8-snap.215     
cimm_1.96-
snap.145     
     
S. nodorum P. anserina    

SNOG_02533 
pans_1015-
snap.10    

SNOG_06040 pans_1018-snap.1    
SNOG_07463 pans_1038-snap.3    
SNU00301.1 pans_105-snap.23    
SNU00416.1 pans_10-snap.1    
SNU01600.1 pans_10-snap.17    
SNU01849.1**** pans_1138-snap.4    

SNU01946.1 
pans_1265-
snap.17    

SNU01951.1 pans_12-snap.1    
SNU01954.1 pans_131-snap.11    
SNU02224.1 pans_131-snap.26    
SNU02328.1 pans_131-snap.6    

SNU02495.1 
pans_1458-
snap.10    

SNU02857.1 
pans_1542-
snap.33    

SNU04303.1 
pans_1568-
snap.17    

SNU04581.1 pans_1569-    
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snap.16 

SNU04908.1 pans_1905-snap.1    
SNU05711.1 pans_191-snap.3    

SNU06032.1 
pans_2009-
snap.15    

SNU06346.1 pans_204-snap.11    
SNU07493.1 pans_220-snap.12    
SNU07911.1 pans_2352-snap.1    
SNU08968.1 pans_243-snap.20    
SNU08978.1 pans_249-snap.29    
SNU09136.1 pans_254-snap.19    
SNU09219.1 pans_254-snap.27    
SNU09549.1 pans_254-snap.68    
SNU09894.1 pans_2680-snap.8    
SNU09935.1 pans_278-snap.11    
SNU10052.1 pans_2869-snap.1    
SNU11051.1 pans_299-snap.6    
SNU11397.1 pans_368-snap.35    
SNU12007.1 pans_371-snap.33    
SNU12453.1 pans_371-snap.59    
SNU12545.1 pans_384-snap.10    
SNU12692.1 pans_401-snap.8    
SNU13091.1 pans_409-snap.26    
SNU13136.1 pans_410-snap.33    
SNU13506.1 pans_444-snap.29    
SNU13517.1 pans_558-snap.6    
SNU14103.1 pans_572-snap.10    
SNU14776.1 pans_62-snap.19    
SNU14793.1 pans_62-snap.5    
SNU14796.1 pans_63-snap.20    
SNU14830.1 pans_675-snap.63    
SNU15098.1 pans_680-snap.8    
SNU15138.1 pans_687-snap.2    
SNU15197.1 pans_710-snap.5    
SNU15417.1 pans_719-snap.4    
SNU15606.1 pans_789-snap.3    
SNU16090.1 pans_860-snap.1    
 pans_869-snap.1    
 pans_893-snap.13    
 pans_893-snap.2    
 pans_908-snap.23    
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 pans_932-snap.41    
 pans_932-snap.43    
 pans_932-snap.5    
 pans_964-snap.11    
 pans_99-snap.6    
     
Archaeascomycota     
S. pombe     
SPAC11D3.02c 
spom_chr1     
SPAC14C4.04 
spom_chr1     
SPCC191.05c 
spom_chr3     
SPAC750.03c 
spom_chr1     
SPAC977.03 
spom_chr1     
SPBC1348.04 
spom_chr2     
SPAC13F5.03c 
spom_chr1     
SPCC965.08c 
spom_chr3     
SPBC359.02 
spom_chr2     
SPAC11D3.04c 
spom_chr1     
     
Basidiomycota     
C. neoformans C. gattii C. cinereus P. chrysosporium U. maydis 
CNA01130 CNA01130 CND02380 CNA01130 CNF00610 
CNH01830 CNH01830 CNH01830 CND02380 CNH01830 

CND02380 CND02380 
gz.10525 
ccin_1.220 CNF00610 UM00866.1 

CNF00610 CNF00610 
gz.10557 
ccin_1.220 CNH01830 UM02072.1 

cn-r265_1.8-
snap.267 

cn-r265_1.8-
snap.267 

gz.10595 
ccin_1.222 GLEAN_00376 UM02204.1 

  
gz.10597 
ccin_1.222 GLEAN_01573 UM02236.1 

  
gz.10616 
ccin_1.223 GLEAN_01918 UM02940.1 

  
gz.11351 
ccin_1.253 GLEAN_04565 UM03476.1 

  
gz.11701 
ccin_1.263 GLEAN_04988 UM03585.1 

  
gz.13411 
ccin_1.321 GLEAN_05024 UM03623.1 

  gz.155 ccin_1.5 GLEAN_05218 UM03637.1 
  gz.2384 ccin_1.44 GLEAN_06928 UM04049.1 
  gz.2890 ccin_1.52 GLEAN_07624 UM05439.1 
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  gz.3552 ccin_1.61 GLEAN_07672 UM06454.1 

  
gz.5211 
ccin_1.103 GLEAN_07697  

  gz.543 ccin_1.18 GLEAN_08019  

  
gz.5930 
ccin_1.114 GLEAN_08631  

  
gz.6221 
ccin_1.123 GLEAN_08636  

  
gz.6458 
ccin_1.131 GLEAN_09771  

  
gz.6473 
ccin_1.131 GLEAN_10597  

  gz.659 ccin_1.24 GLEAN_11478  

  
gz.6618 
ccin_1.134 GLEAN_12063  

  
gz.8382 
ccin_1.181   

  
gz.8669 
ccin_1.189   

  
gz.8985 
ccin_1.195   

  
gz.9638 
ccin_1.198   

     
Zygomycota     
R. oryzae     
rory_1.15-
snap.106     
rory_1.15-
snap.270     
rory_1.17-
snap.132     
rory_1.19-
snap.233     
rory_1.1-snap.513     
rory_1.1-snap.558     
rory_1.20-
snap.237     
rory_1.27-
snap.126     
rory_1.29-
snap.183     
rory_1.2-snap.371     
rory_1.30-
snap.144     
rory_1.3-snap.59     
rory_1.43-snap.94     
rory_1.48-snap.28     
rory_1.4-snap.431     
rory_1.5-snap.13     
rory_1.5-snap.284     
rory_1.75-snap.3     
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rory_1.8-snap.234     
 

2.4 Discussion 

 Recent horizontally transferred genes appear to be rare in S. cerevisiae, with 13 

cases proposed here, less than 0.2% of the gene set of this species (Table 4). 

Comparison of A. gossypii and S. cerevisiae revealed nearly complete conservation of 

their gene sets, with most genes found in only one of these species appearing to result 

from gene loss based on their occurrence in other fungal genomes. In this initial study, 

we found phylogeny, synteny, and high sequence identity across entire proteins, 

which is useful in assessing whether a gene has been horizontally transferred into a 

fungal species.  

 Horizontally acquired genes from other fungi show similar characteristics to 

horizontally acquired genes from S. cerevisiae, including the characteristic embedded 

phylogeny (Figure 5B). Horizontal transfer also appears to be rare in the fungi 

examined in this analysis. Single genes seem to be transferred (or at least 

maintained) rather than larger multi-gene regions.  
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Figure 5: Horizontal Gene Transfer in Fungi. A) Tree represents evolutionary 
relationships between fungal species. Thickness of branch indicates the number of 
horizontal gene transfer events along each branch, tree modified from (Fitzpatrick et 
al. 2006). B) Gene phylogeny of a horizontally acquired gene from basidiomycete 
fungi. Cladogram constructed from a 50% majority-rule consensus of 10,000 
sampled with Bayesian MCMC in MrBayes 3 (Huelsenbeck et al. 2001). Numbers 
indicate Bayesian posterior probability and NJ bootstrap values respectively. 
Eukaryotic taxa are labelled in gray and prokaryotic taxa are labelled in green. 
 
Overall the number of horizontally acquired genes found in a genome is roughly 
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proportional to genome size; species with larger numbers of genes overall contain 

higher numbers of genes acquired by horizontal gene transfer (Table 4). Exceptions to 

this observation are the Cryptococcus species. Cryptococcus species contain from one 

to three horizontally acquired genes in genomes containing around 7,000 genes, about 

1,000 more genes than S. cerevisiae. Euascomycete species contain larger numbers of 

horizontally acquired genes than other fungi (Tables 3 and 4 and Figure 5A), but they 

also have, on average, the largest genomes of any group of fungi in this analysis.  

Table 4: Percent of total protein coding genes acquired by horizontal transfer 
from prokaryotes in selected fungal species. 

Species Total Number of Genes Horizontally Acquired Genes Percent 
Hemiascomycota 
S. cerevisiae 5, 570 (Brachat et al. 

2003) 
13 (Hall et al. 2005) (this study) 0.2% 

C. glabrata 5, 283 (Dujon et al. 2004) 3 (this study) 0.06% 
K. lactis 5, 329 (Dujon et al. 2004) 18 (Dujon et al. 2004; Hall et al. 

2005)(this study 
0.3% 

A. gossypii 4, 718 (Dietrich  et al. 
2004) 

1 (Hall et al. 2005) 
 

0.02% 

D. hansenii 6, 906 (Dujon et al. 2004) 26 (this study) 0.4% 
Y. lipolytica 6, 703 (Dujon et al. 2004) 14 (Dujon et al. 2004)(this study) 0.2% 
Euascomycota 
N. crassa 9, 826 (Galagan et al. 

2003) 
15 (this study) 0.1% 

M. grisea 12, 841 (Dean et al. 2005) 34 (this study) 0.3% 
A. fumigatus 9, 926 (Nierman et al. 

2005) 
86 (this study) 0.9% 

A. nidulans 10, 701 (Galagan et al. 
2005) 

41 (this study) 0.4% 

A. oryzae 12, 704 (Machida et al. 
2005) 

39 (this study) 0.3% 

Archeascomycota 
S. pombe 4, 947 (Wood et al. 2002) 10 (this study) 0.2% 
Basidiomycota 
C. 
neoformans  

6, 572 (Loftus et al. 2005) 5 (this study) 0.08% 

U. maydis 6, 522 (Kamper et al. 
2006) 

14 (this study) 0.2% 
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2.4.1 Genomic and Sequence Characteristics of Horizontally 
Acquired Genes 
 

In bacterial cases of horizontal transfer, it has been reported that the GC 

content (percentage of guanine and cytosine in DNA) is a useful indicator of 

horizontally transferred genes (Ochman et al. 2000). As species vary widely in GC 

content, it is thought that the GC content of the donor species will be different than 

the GC content of the new host species. A substantially different GC content than 

the rest of the genome can therefore identify horizontally acquired genes. In S. 

cerevisiae for all 13 of the genes potentially of bacterial origin reported here, the GC 

content falls within 2 standard deviations of the mean (Figure 6) suggesting GC 

content is not a useful indicator of horizontal gene transfer in fungi.  
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Figure 6: Distribution of GC content for all S. cerevisiae open reading frames. 
Shading indicates standard deviations from the mean. The GC content of genes 
identified as horizontally acquired is noted by the gene name. 

 

The GC content of the hemiascomycetes differs significantly from species to species. 

For S. cerevisiae the GC content is 38%, whereas for A. gossypii it is 52% (Dietrich et 

al. 2004). Thus, the GC content of genes in these fungi appears to be malleable, and 

genes acquired by horizontal gene transfer would be expected to rapidly come under 

the influence of the factors causing these overall shifts in GC content. This process is 

called amelioration and has been observed in horizontally acquired genes in 

prokaryotes (Lawrence and Ochman 1997). 
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 In some fungal species, horizontally acquired genes are found in sub-telomeric 

regions. In S. cerevisiae, 11 out of 13 horizontally acquired genes are found in sub-

telomeric locations (Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7: Genomic position of horizontally acquired genes in six hemiascomycete 
species. Vertical lines indicate the position of horizontally acquired genes. 
 
This result is somewhat surprising because the sub-telomeres of S. cerevisiae are gene-

poor regions (Lafontaine et al. 2004). In S. cerevisiae, however, the observation that a 
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majority of horizontally acquired genes are found in sub-telomeres complements 

recent work which shows that amongst the Saccharomyces sensu stricto species and 

other S. cerevisiae strains, most of the genes that differ between species are found 

near the telomeres (Louis 1995; Winzeler et al. 1999; Cliften et al. 2003; Kellis et al. 

2004).  

One hypothesis proposed for the telomeric location of foreign genes is that 

telomerase might add telomeric sequence to the foreign DNA and thus provide a site 

for homologous recombination with a chromosomal telomere (Hall et al. 2005). 

Expanded analysis including other fungal species indicates that this is probably not 

the case. Surprisingly, genomic position bias is not consistent in fungal species with 

some species such as S. cerevisiae and D. hansenii (15 out of 26 total) showing a 

strong trend for sub-telomeric position for horizontally acquired genes. K. lactis 

shows a weak bias (8 out of 18 total). Some species such as Y. lipolytica show no 

trend towards sub-telomeric localization at all.  

Genes acquired by horizontal gene transfer in S. cerevisiae and K. lactis such as 

BDS1, BIO3, and BIO4 appear to be genes beneficial in specific environmental 

conditions such as sulfur or biotin deficiency. Such genes are often found in sub-

telomeric positions in fungi (Gao et al. 2002; Fabre et al. 2005; Fairhead and Dujon 

2006), where genes of this type are called ‘contingency genes’ after the nomenclature 

of Moxon (Moxon et al. 1994; Barry et al. 2003). Contingency genes are common in 

microbes and were originally described in the bacteria Neisseria meningitidis. Though 

initially defined as genes containing a region with a higher rate of mutation than 

other areas of the genome (Moxon et al. 1994), the concept has been expanded to 
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encompass genes required or useful under specific environmental conditions (Barry et 

al. 2003; Fairhead and Dujon 2006). Many contingency gene systems make extensive 

use of subtelomeres. This may be due to unique properties of subtelomeres including 

reversible epigenetic silencing (Gottschling et al. 1990; Manolis et al. 2001), and the 

ease with which genes can be duplicated by recombination with other subtelomeres 

(Britten 1998).  

It is unlikely that localization of the majority of horizontally acquired genes in 

S. cerevisiae and D. hansenii is due to chance. It is tempting to speculate that in some 

species sub-telomeric contingency gene systems are less extensive and less well 

organized than in others. This idea is supported by a comparison of the sub-

telomeric regions of the Saccharomyces sensu stricto species, C. glabrata, K. waltii, K. 

lactis, A. gossypii, D. hansenii, and Y. lipolytica to the sub-telomeres of S. cerevisiae by 

Fabre et al. (Fabre et al. 2005). In this study it was found that the conservation of 

sub-telomeric gene families between species does not match evolutionary distance 

between species. Fabre et al. found that D. hansenii and K. lactis have many homologs 

of S. cerevisiae sub-telomeric genes (such as genes required for the utilization of 

maltose and sucrose), where as the more closely related C. glabrata has almost none.  

It is interesting that the two pathogenic species examined (A. gossypii and C. 

glabrata) show low levels of both horizontal gene transfer and sub-telomeric gene 

families. This could possibly reflect genomic optimization to a pathogenic lifestyle in 

which the host environment, while harsh, is consistent thereby reducing the 

importance of a repertoire of sub-telomeric contingency genes. If this is true, then it is 

also possible that Y. lipolytica is less cosmopolitan in habit than S. cerevisiae, K. lactis, 
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or D. hansenii and therefore the importance of sub-telomeric contingency systems is 

reduced.  

It is difficult to answer this question with any authority, as the ecology of 

hemiascomycete fungi is poorly understood. Further work is needed to characterize 

the interaction between horizontal gene transfer and sub-telomeric organization. 

2.4.2 Intron Gain in Horizontally Acquired Genes 

 The general trend throughout eukaryotic evolution has been intron loss 

(Stajich 2006). This trend is dramatically demonstrated in the hemiascomycete fungi 

as well as the basidiomycete U. maydis. These fungi appear to have arrived at their 

current low-intron state from intron-rich ancestors. Given an intron-rich eukaryotic 

ancestor, it is easy to show intron loss; demonstrations of intron-gain are more 

problematic. It can always be argued that the presence of an intron position in a 

single fungus species or in a group of related fungi is due to multiple losses of a 

particular intron position, not from intron gain. Genes acquired by horizontal gene 

transfer provide an opportunity to demonstrate intron gain. The vast majority of 

prokaryotic genes contain no introns. The only introns shown to be present in 

prokaryotic species are self-splicing Type II introns functionally quite distinct from 

the spliceosome-dependent nuclear introns commonly found in eukaryotic genes 

(Griffiths et al. 1996). Fungal genes acquired from prokaryotes will initially contain 

no introns and any introns found currently are recently gained. My screen for 

horizontally acquired genes in the fungi recovered a relatively large number of intron-

containing genes (Table 2). An example of a horizontally acquired gene that 
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subsequently gained introns is CNF00610 found in C. neoformans. This gene is a 

putative alpha-amylase, closely related to prokaryotic amylases (Figure 8 and Figure 

9).  
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Figure 8: Tree based on protein sequence of CNF00610 from C. neoformans and 
related amylases. Phylogram constructed by NJ in ClustalX. Numbers indicate 
bootstrap proportions. Eukaryotic taxa are gray. Prokaryotic taxa are green. 
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Figure 9: Alignment of amino acid sequence of CNF00610 from C. neoformans 
and a related amylase from Arthrobacter aurescens. Note that the proteins are 
highly similar for the full length of the alignment. 
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Phylogenetic analysis of CNF00610 indicates that it was horizontally acquired from 

bacteria (Figure 8). CNF00610 is highly similar to bacterial amylases for the full 

length of the protein (Figure 9). Interestingly, the coding sequence of CNF00610 

contains 6 introns (Figure 10). These introns appear to have been acquired by 

CNF00610 after its horizontal acquisition by a basidiomycete fungus, as they do not 

appear to be homologous to the coding region of closely related prokaryotic 

amylases. It is currently unclear where these introns originated nor is it clear how 

they were introduced, as there are not highly similar to sequences found in other 

species. It seems likely that either introns emerge from the coding region itself or they 

result from the introduction of sequence into the coding region. Further work is 

required to distinguish between these possibilities.  
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Figure 10: Alignment of the coding regions of CNF00610 and a homolog from A. 
aurescens. Despite its likely horizontal acquisition, CNF00610 has acquired 6 introns 
(denoted by black lines). These introns contain standard GT / AG splice signals and 
do not appear to be homologous to any part of the coding region of bacterial 
amylases.  
 

2.4.3 Types of Genes Transferred  

 Horizontal gene transfer provides a mechanism for genomic innovation and 

plasticity. In bacteria, horizontal gene transfer is well known as an adaptive 

mechanism (Springael and Top 2004; Smets and Barkay 2005). Horizontally 

acquired genes, for which potential function may be assigned, fall into four major 

categories: metabolic enzymes, detoxification and defense genes, transporters, and 

toxins.  

 Metabolic enzymes form the largest groups of horizontally acquired genes in 

fungi just as they do in prokaryotes. Horizontally acquired enzymes can be anabolic 

or catabolic. The URA1, BIO3, and BIO4 genes of S. cerevisiae are examples of 

anabolic enzymes (see Chapters 3 and 4). These genes allow for the synthesis of 

novel molecules such as biotin, or allow for the synthesis of a molecule under 

different conditions, such as the anaerobic synthesis of uracil. Another example of 

an anabolic horizontal transfer is the transfer into A. oryzae of AO090003000795, a 

homolog of the lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis protein wecE from enteric bacteria 

(Table 2). 

 Catabolic enzymes appear to be commonly transferred. These genes allow the 

utilization of compounds previously unavailable. BDS1 of S. cerevisiae is an example 
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of a catabolic enzyme horizontally acquired from bacteria. BDS1 allows S. cerevisiae 

to utilize organic alkyl and aryl sulfates as sources of sulfur (Chapter 3). Other 

examples of a catabolic horizontal transfer are the transfer into C. neoformans of 

CNF00610, a likely carbohydrate-degrading alpha-amylase from actinobacteria 

(Table 2), and the transfer of a probable xylanase from Sphingomonas to the 

euascomycetes. Xylanases are enzymes which degrade beta-1,4-xylan, a component 

of the plant cell wall, into xylose (Belien et al. 2006). The horizontally acquired 

xylanase is found in A. nidulans (AO090026000237), G. zea (Xyl13), and P. nodorum 

(SNOG_10052). It is interesting that a prokaryotic-type xylanse is found in the plant 

pathogen G. zea, as similar xylanses are found in some bacterial plant pathogens 

such as species of Xanthomonas. Xylanases are commonly produced by microbial 

plant pathogens (Belien et al. 2006) to degrade plant cell walls and facilitate 

infection. 

 Genes involved in detoxification and defense protect cells from toxic 

compounds, elements, antibiotics, and radiation. In S. cerevisiae, IRC4 falls into this 

category. IRC4 protects the cell from ultra-violet radiation by an as yet unknown 

mechanism (Chapter 3). GTT2 from S. cerevisiae is a glutathione S-transferase (GST) 

(Choi et al. 1998). A common mechanism of detoxification, GSTs utilize glutathione 

in reactions contributing to the transformation of a wide range of compounds. In 

these reactions, GST acts by catalyzing the reaction of glutathione with an acceptor 

molecule to form an S-substituted glutathione. The target molecule can then be 

removed from the cell by glutathione conjugate pumps (Douglas 1987; Sheehan et al. 

2001). Interestingly, S. cerevisiae also posses a eukaryotic GST, GTT1 (Figure 2) and 
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two glutaredoxins with GST activity (GRX1 and GRX2) (Choi et al. 1998; Collinson 

and Grant 2003). It seems this level of functional redundancy underlines the 

importance of GST as a general cellular detoxification mechanism. Not surprisingly 

then, GSTs have been horizontally transferred to fungi from bacteria more than once. 

Another example is a GST transferred from gamma-proteobacteria into the 

euascomycetes and currently found in B. cinerea (fgra-bcin_1.95-snap.3 bcin_1.95), 

M. grisea (MG05565.4), G. zeae (FG10434.1), A. oryzae (AO090023000545), and P. 

nodorum (SNOG_02826) [note these horizontally acquired GSTs have gained an 

intron]. Other horizontally acquired defense and detoxification genes include an 

arsenate reductase transferred from Pseudomonas into Y. lipolytica (CAG81129.1), a 

gene possibly involved in resistance to the antibiotic oxetanocin A from Bacillus into 

the euascomycetes and currently found in A. oryzae (AO090020000395), Aspergillus 

niger (An11g10160), A. terreus (ATEG_08816), A. nidulans (AN3331.2), and C. 

immitis (CIMG_05226).  

 Surprisingly, I only found one clear case of horizontal transfer of a transport 

protein; that is the transfer of a major facilitator super family (MFS) transporter 

from Xanthomonas to M. grisea (MG00144.4).  

 Two interesting cases of horizontal transfer of possible toxin-like genes from 

bacteria to euascomycetes were found. The presence of these genes hints at a 

possible parasitic or mutualistic relationship between some euascomycete fungi and 

insects. These genes include homologues of the TccB gene from the Photorhabdus 

luminescens Tcc insecticidal toxin complex (Waterfield et al. 2001). These genes are 

found in B. cinerea (fgra-bcin_1.59-snap.22 and fgra-bcin_1.59-snap.21), G. zea 
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(FG10564.1), and S. sclerotiorum (fgra-sscl_1.2-snap.323 and fgra-sscl_1.2-

snap.322). P. luminescens lives in a mutualistic association with nematodes of the 

family Heterorhabditae. These nematodes infect insects and P. luminescens is released 

from the gut of the nematode into the body of the insect. The bacteria multiply and 

kill the host, and the nematodes feed on the dead insect (Bowen et al. 1998). P. 

luminescens uses four toxin loci to kill the insect host (Tca, Tcb, Tcc, and Tcd) 

(Waterfield et al. 2001). The fungi only posses one of three genes from Tcc: TccB. This 

seems to indicate that the fungi have less lethal intentions toward insects than P. 

luminescens. In this case, acquisition of only part of a bacterial insecticidal toxin locus 

may facilitate a mutualistic relationship between the fungus and the insect by 

suppressing the insect defenses but without killing.  

 Similarly, two euascomycete fungi [A. nidulans (AO090005000254), and U. 

reesii (hcap_uree_2.2-snap.1560)] contain homologs of enhancin-like genes from 

Yersinia. The enhancin-like proteins found in several bacteria species are similar only 

to the enhancins encoded by baculoviral pathogens of insects. During baculoviral 

pathogenesis, the proteolytic activity of enhancin destroys the membrane barrier of 

the insect midgut facilitating microbial infection (Wang and Granados 1997). Though 

the function of the bacterial enhancin-like proteins is unknown, it has been proposed 

that in Y. pestis they may be important in the colonization of the flea gut 

characteristic of the life cycle of Y. pestis (Parkhill et al. 2001). It is possible that fungi 

have acquired bacterial enhancin-like genes for a similar purpose. 
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3. Characterization of Three Horizontally Acquired Genes  
in S. cerevisiae 

3.1 Introduction 

The identification of horizontally acquired genes in a species is only the first 

step to the understanding of the role of horizontal gene transfer in the evolution of 

fungi. I am interested in the identification of horizontal gene transfer as well as the 

characterization of horizontally acquired genes. I chose three genes identified as 

horizontal transfers in S. cerevisiae for functional characterization. These genes are 

URA1, BDS1, and IRC4. URA1 is the best-supported horizontal gene candidate in S. 

cerevisiae, and URA1 cells present an identifiable phenotype. Previously Nara et al. 

speculated that URA1  might be horizontally transferred (Nara et al. 2000); however, 

as URA1 from S. cerevisiae was the only fungal sequence included in their analysis 

insufficient data were provided to support this speculation. Further supporting 

evidence for a bacterial origin of URA1 has been reported based on sequences from 

Saccharomyces kluyveri (Gojkovic et al. 2004; Zameitat et al. 2004). URA1 encodes the 

315-amino-acid protein dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHOD) (Roy 1992). This 

enzyme catalyzes the conversion of dihydroorotate to orotate, the fourth step of the 

de novo pyrimidine biosynthetic pathway (Nagy et al. 1992; Jensen and Bjornberg 

1998). DHOD enzymes are grouped into families 1a, 1b, and 2. These groupings are 

based on nucleotide and biochemical characteristics (Jensen and Bjornberg 1998).  

Eukaryotes typically have the family 2 DHOD enzyme. I was able to show 

that the family 2 DHOD from A. gossypii can complement the uracil auxotrophy of a 
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S. cerevisiae URA1; however, it is unable to do so under anaerobic conditions. 

BDS1 is a 1,941-bp open reading frame located in a subtelomeric position on 

chromosome XV. Though previously of unknown function, BDS1 has high sequence 

identity at the protein level to bacterial alkyl-sulfatases. Sulfatases catalyze 

hydrolytic cleavage of sulfate ester bonds, liberating sulfate and the corresponding 

alcohol (Pogorevc and Faber 2003). They are present in a wide variety of species, 

ranging from bacteria to humans. Sulfatases are involved in a broad range of lineage-

specific biological activities. In mammals, sulfatases are involved in the desulfation 

of sulfated glycolipids, glycosaminoglycans, and steroids. The aryl-sulfatase gene 

ars-1  of N. crassa has been extensively studied (Paietta 1989). In N. crassa aryl-

sulfatase is up regulated by sulfur starvation and appears to function as a 

mechanism for sulfur scavenging. The primary roles of bacterial sulfatases are in 

assimilation of sulfur and in the provision of carbon (Kahnert and Kertesz 2000; 

Pogorevc and Faber 2003). 

Alkyl-sulfatases hydrolyze organic sulfate esters of primary or secondary 

alkyl alcohols. I determined that the BDS1 gene of S. cerevisiae is a gene of bacterial 

origin encoding a sulfatase with a broad substrate range, including primary alkyl-

sulfates and aryl-sulfates. Wild-type S. cerevisiae cells are capable of utilizing the 

alkyl-sulfates sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and sodium octyl sulfate as sources of 

sulfur. A disruption of the BDS1 open reading frame abolishes this activity. The 

same result was obtained using an aryl-sulfate as a sole sulfur source. A photometric 

assay for aryl-sulfatase activity shows that BDS1 is the primary aryl-sulfatase of S. 

cerevisiae. 
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YDR540C, provisionally named IRC4, is located in a sub-telomeric position 

of the right arm of chromosome IV. IRC4 is only found in two eukaryotes, S. cerevisiae 

and S. mikatae. A knockout of IRC4 shows increased levels of spontaneous RAD52 

foci (Alvaro 2006). A knockout of IRC4 also shows increased sensitivity to ultra-

violet (UV) radiation compared to wild type. 

 These findings indicate that the horizontal transfer of a DHOD from a lactic 

acid bacterial lineage, a sulfatase from alpha-proteobacteria, and a UV protection 

gene from lactic acid bacteria contributed to the evolution of the S. cerevisiae lineage. 

The bacterially derived DHOD facilitates anaerobic growth of S. cerevisiae, and the 

bacterial sulfatase allows for the utilization of organic sulfur compounds previously 

not available to the lineage of S. cerevisiae; IRC4 protects the cell from DNA-

damaging UV radiation. 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Strains  

Strains used in this analysis were A. gossypii ATCC 10895, C. albicans 

MMRL2010, C. glabrata CBS138, Enterococcus faecalis ATCC 6055, K. lactis CBS6003, 

Kluyveromyces marxianus NRRL Y-8281, Lactococcus lactis subsp. cremoris NCK436, 

Lactococcus lactis subsp. hordniae ATCC 29071, Leuconostoc mesenteroides LA81, S. 

bayanus CBS424, S. castellii Y-12630, S. cerevisiae BY4741, BY4743, S288c, SCCH001, 

SCCH002, SCCH003, and SCCH014, S. kluyverii CBS3082, S. kudriavzevii IFO1802, 

S. mikatae IFO1815, and S. paradoxus CBS2980. 
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3.2.2 Phylogenetic methods  

Accession numbers for all sequences used in this analysis can be found in 

Table 5.  

Table 5: Accession numbers for sequences used in this study 

Bacteria Fungi Animals 

Bacillus anthracis (NC_003995) A. gossypii (AE016816) 

Caenorhabditis 
elegans 
(NC_491930) 

Bradyrhizobium japonicum (NC_004463) 

Aspergillus nidulans 
(AACD01000130 and 
AACD01000151) 

Caenorhabditis 
elegans 
(NM_076159) 

Caulobacter crescentus (NC_002696) C. albicans (AY240959) 

Drosophila 
melanogaster 
(NC_731260) 

Clostridium acetobutylicum (NC_003030) C. glabrata (AY444340) 

Drosophila 
melanogaster 
(NM_137028) 

Coxiella burnetii (NC_002971) 
Cryptococcus neoformans 
(EAL21896) 

Homo sapiens 
(HSM805684) 

E. faecalis (AY251020 - PYRDA) D. hansenii (XM_457412) 
Homo sapiens 
(NC_001352) 

E. faecalis (NC_004668 - PYRDB) K. lactis (AY323896) 
Mus musculus 
(AA45206) 

Escherichia coli (ECOUW89) K. lactis (XM_452611) 
Mus musculus 
(NM_029364) 

 
Escherichia coli (NC_004431) K. marxianus (AY444339)  

Hyphomonas neptunium 
(gnl|TIGR_228405|contig:1064:h_neptumium) 

K. waltii (AADM01000026 
– family 2 and 
AADM01000036 – family 
1a)  

L. lactis (LLCPYRDA - PYRD A, NC_002662 - PYRD B) N. crassa (U89492)  

L. lactis subsp. cremoris (AY323899) 
Podospora anserina 
(CNS07TIX)  

L. lactis subsp. hordniae (AY323898) 
S. bayanus 
(AACA01000205)  

L. mesenteroides (AY323897) S. bayanus (AY323900)  
Lactobacillus johnsonii (NC_005362) S. castellii (AY352581)  
Lactobacillus plantarum (NC_004567) S. cerevisiae (NC_001147)  
Listeria monocytogenes (NC_003210) S. cerevisiae (Z28216)  

Mycobacterium avium (NC_002944) 
S. kluyveri (AY323902 – 
URA1, AY352582 – URA9)  

Mycobacterium bovis (NC_002945) S. mikatae (AY323901)  
Mycobacterium smegmatis, 
(gnl|TIGR_246196|contig:3563:m_smegmatis) S. paradoxus (AY323903)  

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (NC_002755) 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe 
(X65114)  

Nostoc sp. (NC_003272) Y. lipolytica (XM_503008)  
Novosphingobium aromaticivorans (NZ_AAAV01000173)   
Oceanobacillus iheyensis (NC_004193)   
Photobacterium profundum (CR378667)   
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Pseudomonas aeruginosa (NZ_AABQ07000002)   
Pseudomonas fluorescens (NZ_AAAT02000006)   
Pseudomonas putida (NC_002947)   
Pseudomonas putida (NC_002947)   
Ralstonia metallidurans (NZ_AAAI01000277, NZ_AAAI02000004, 
and NZ_AAAI01000342)   
Rhodococcus ruber (AY052630)   
Rhodopseudomonas palustris (NC_005296)   
Salmonella paratyphia (NC_006511)   
Shewanella oneidensis (NC_004347)   
Streptococcus agalactiae (NC_004116)   
Streptococcus mutans (NC_004350 – PYRDA and PYRDB)   
Streptococcus pneumoniae (NC_003098 – PYRDA, AJ13198 - 
PYRDB)   
Streptococcus pyogenes (NC_004070)   
Streptomyces coelicolor (NC_003888)   
Thermoanaerobacter tengcongensis (NC_003869)   
Vibrio vulnificus (NC_004460 and NC_005140)   
 

Ribosomal small-subunit ribosomal (SSU) DNA sequences used in this analysis were 

acquired from the European database on small-subunit rRNA (Wuyts et al. 2002). 

Ribosomal SSU sequences were aligned by primary structure using ClustalX 

(Thompson et al. 1997). Amino acid sequences for dihydroorotate dehydrogenase 

(DHOD) and sulfatase proteins were aligned by primary structure using ClustalX. 

Alignments were manually refined. Coding DNA sequences of DHOD and sulfatase 

genes were aligned from protein alignments. Estimates of phylogenetic relatedness 

among species were determined using neighbor-joining (NJ) (Saitou and Nei 1987) 

analysis of SSU sequences. NJ trees were constructed in ClustalX using the IUB 

matrix. NJ trees were bootstrapped in ClustalX using 1,000 replicates. 

Estimates of phylogenetic relatedness among DHOD and sulfatase genes 

were determined using NJ and Bayesian analyses of protein sequences and maximum 

likelihood (ML) analysis of coding DNA sequences for DHOD genes. NJ trees were 

constructed in ClustalX using the method of Saitu and Nei (Saitou and Nei 1987) 
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and the Gonnet matrix (Gonnet et al. 1992). NJ trees were bootstrapped in ClustalX 

using 1,000 replicates. 

Bayesian analyses were performed with MRBAYES 3.0 (Huelsenbeck et al. 

2001). The Whelan-Goldman protein matrix was used as a substitution model 

(Whelan and Goldman 2001). Markov-chain Monte Carlo chain length was 

1,000,000 generations run with four chains, with every 100th tree saved. The first 

1,000 trees were discarded as "burn-in." The remaining trees were used to construct a 

majority-rule consensus tree. 

ML trees were constructed in PAUP* 4.0b (Swofford 2003). Likelihood 

settings were estimated using Modeltest (Posada and Crandall 1998). A general time 

reversible model of sequence evolution was used with the gamma distribution with 

invariants in all cases. Tree searching was performed using 100 random-addition-

sequence replicates. ML tree searches for DHOD-coding genes were carried out both 

unconstrained and with a constraint forcing all fungal sequences to be monophyletic 

in the resulting trees. To assess the significance of the difference in likelihood 

between the constrained and unconstrained ML trees, the Shimodaira-Hasegawa test 

(Shimodaira and Hasegawa 1999) was implemented in PAUP* 4.0b, using 1,000 

bootstrap replicates. 

3.2.3 Sequencing of DHOD-encoding Genes  

Total DNA was isolated, and the DHOD-encoding gene was amplified by 

standard or degenerate PCR using standard methods (Mullis et al. 1986). The 

amplified DNA was sequenced using ABI dye terminator chemistry on an ABI 310 
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genetic analyzer using standard methods. 

3.2.4 Genetic Transformation  

A PCR-generated (Baudin et al. 1993; Winzeler et al. 1999) deletion strategy 

was used to replace URA1 from its start to stop codon with a KanMX module 

whose expression confers resistance to G418 to S. cerevisiae (Wach et al. 1994). The 

deletion "cassette" was constructed using PCR. Replacement was conducted by 

homologous recombination using lithium acetate-mediated transformation by 

standard methods (Baudin et al. 1993). Successful homologous recombination was 

confirmed by PCR. We transformed URA1 strains with an S. cerevisiae shuttle vector, 

pRS416 (Sikorski and Hieter 1989), containing DNA from an A. gossypii genomic 

library covering the DHOD gene. Transformed cells were plated on medium lacking 

uracil to confirm the presence of A. gossypii DHOD. 

A PCR-generated disruption strategy was used to insert a KanMX module 

into the coding region of BDS1 in S. cerevisiae by homologous recombination using 

lithium acetate-mediated transformation. Successful disruption was confirmed by 

PCR.  

A PCR-generated disruption strategy was used to insert a KanMX module 

into the coding region of IRC4 in S. cerevisiae by homologous recombination using 

lithium acetate-mediated transformation. Successful disruption was confirmed by 

PCR. 
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3.2.5 Anaerobic Growth 

Plates of synthetic minimal medium (Burke et al. 2000), yeast nitrogen base 

lacking uracil, were plated with S. cerevisiae URA1, S. cerevisiae URA1 plus A. gossypii 

pAG, and the wild type (S288C). Plates were incubated either in atmospheric air or 

in a Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Company AnaeroPack rectangular jar using ascorbic 

acid gas generators to catalytically remove oxygen. 

3.2.6 Assay for Alkyl-sulfatase Activity 

Cells of K. lactis, S. kluyveri, C. glabrata, S. mikatae, S. paradoxus, and S. 

cerevisiae were grown overnight at 30°C and cells of S. bayanus S. kudriavzevii were 

grown overnight at 25°C in yeast-peptone-dextrose medium. The total cell number 

for each culture was determined by counting in a hemocytometer, and each culture 

diluted to 200,000 cells/µl. Cells were washed twice and suspended in high-purity 

water. Five microliters of culture was spotted onto B medium (a sulfur-free minimal 

medium) (Cherest and Surdin-Kerjan 1992) plates (2% agarose) supplemented with 

0.3 mM SDS. Plates were incubated at 25°C. 

To test whether the bds1::KanMX strain shows a growth defect on SDS 

media, wild type and mutant cells were inoculated in a total volume of 300 µl in five 

96-well plates (four experiments per plate) in B medium supplemented with SDS 

with a concentration range of 0.3 M to 30 nM. Cells were grown with agitation at 

30°C for 48 h. Cell growth was determined by measuring the optical density at 600 

nm. 

To verify that the alkyl-sulfate metabolism defect demonstrated by the 
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bds1::KanMX strain is linked to the mutation, bds1::KanMX, MATalpha cells were 

mated to strain BY4741 (MATa his3 leu2 met15 ura3). Diploids were sporulated, 

and 11 tetrads dissected. Spores were replica plated onto yeast-peptone-dextrose 

plus G418, synthetic defined (SD)-histidine, SD-leucine, SD-methionine, SD-uracil, 

and B medium plus histidine, leucine, uracil and 0.3 mM SDS. 

3.2.7 Assay for Aryl-sulfatase Activity  

 Aryl-sulfatase activity was assayed photometrically as release of 4-

nitrocatechol from 4-nitrocatechol sulfate (Rip and Gordon 1998). After 60 h of 

growth, the medium was diluted 1/10 in water and the relative level of 4-

nitrocatechol was determined by measuring the optical density at 516 nm. 

3.2.8 Assay for Sensitivity to UV Radiation 

 Wild type (S288c) and an IRC4 knockout (SCCH014) cells were grown 

overnight in synthetic minimal media (Burke et al. 2000). The overnight culture was 

diluted to an OD600 of 1 and 10 µl were spotted onto a synthetic minimal media 

plate. The cells were then exposed to 300 J/m2 in a Stratagene UV Stratalinker 2400. 

The cells were exposed to UV in the dark and immediately wrapped tightly in foil. 

The cells were grown at 30˚ C for 48 hours.  

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 URA1 Phylogeny Supports Horizontal Transfer from Bacteria. 

 The S. cerevisiae URA1 gene appears to be much more similar to bacterial 
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homologs than to any gene present in the A. gossypii genome. Further examination of 

available sequence data confirmed that the URA1 gene has an unexpected 

phylogeny. The topology of the DHOD phylogeny appears to be quite similar to the 

ribosomal DNA phylogeny with the exception of S. cerevisiae and related species. 

Horizontal gene transfer into the S. cerevisiae lineage could explain these results, 

though other explanations are also feasible, such as sequence contamination or 

species misassignment, selective evolutionary rates, gene loss, or horizontal transfer 

from fungi to bacteria. To rule these out, the DHOD gene was sequenced from E. 

faecalis (GenPept AAP04498), L. mesenteroides (GenPept AAQ01774), L. lactis subsp. 

cremoris (GenPept AAQ01776), and L. lactis subsp. hordniae (GenPept AAQ01775). 

In order to rule out possible species misassignment or sequence contamination, we 

resequenced the DHOD gene based on several publicly available sequences, including 

those from C. albicans (GenPept AAP39962), S. bayanus (GenPept AAQ01777), S. 

castellii (GenPept AAQ57200), S. kluyveri (GenPept AAQ01779 [URA1], GenPept 

AAQ57201 [URA9]), S. mikatae (GenPept AAQ01778), and S. paradoxus (GenPept 

AAQ01780), confirming their sequence and including them in this analysis. Partial 

sequences from C. glabrata (GenPept AAR17523), K. lactis (GenPept AAR1773), and 

K. marxianus (GenPept AAQ017522) were sequenced for the full length of the gene 

and included in the analysis. A phylogeny was then constructed on this expanded 

set of DHOD genes by NJ (Saitou and Nei 1987), Bayesian (Huelsenbeck et al. 2001), 

and ML methods (Fukami and Tateno 1989) (Figure 11).  
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Figure 11: The phylogeny of dihydroorotate dehydrogenase supports horizontal 
gene transfer from bacteria to fungi. (A) Phylogenetic tree constructed from the 
DHOD amino acid sequence (on left) shows a topology generally similar to a tree 
constructed from small-subunit (SSU) rRNA (on right). The main exception is that 
the DHOD (URA1) gene of members of the Saccharomycetaceae clusters with the 
DHOD sequences from Lactobacillales. Fungal species are shown in bold. Lines 
connect taxa between trees. On the DHOD phylogeny, 2 indicates type 2 DHOD, A 
indicates type 1a DHOD, and B indicates type 1b DHOD. K. lactis, K. waltii, and S. 
kluyveri have both a bacterially derived family 1a and a eukaryotic family 2 DHOD. 
A complete genome sequence of K. marxianus is not yet available, and thus it is 
possible this species may have a type 1a DHOD as well. Type 1a DHOD genes are 
shown from L. lactis subsp. hordniae, L. lactis subsp. cremoris, and L. mesenteroides; no 
attempt was made to identify type 1b DHOD genes in these species. Based on 
complete genome sequences, B. anthracis, L. plantarum, and L. johnsonii genomes carry 
type 1b but not type 1a DHOD genes and S. agalactiae and S. pyogenes carry type 1a 
but not type 1b DHOD genes. Both trees constructed with neighbor joining (Saitou 
and Nei 1987) in ClustalX (Thompson et al. 1997). Numbers indicate bootstrap 
support for nodes from 1,000 NJ bootstrap replicates. Scale bar, changes per amino 
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acid or nucleotide. (B) Bayesian tree phylogeny of dihydroorotate dehydrogenase 
(DHOD) proteins. Majority-rule consensus tree of 9,000 Bayesian trees. Numbers 
above branches represent the posterior probability of each clade. Tree searching done 
with MrBayes3 (Huelsenbeck et al. 2001). Consensus trees and posterior 
probabilities were determined in PAUP* 4.0b (Swofford 2003). Fungal species are 
shown in bold. (C) Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analyses of dihydroorotate 
dehydrogenase (DHOD) coding regions. Trees were constructed in PAUP* 4.0b. 
Likelihood settings were estimated from a previously generated NJ tree. A general 
time-reversible model of sequence evolution was used with the gamma distribution 
with invariants. ML tree searches were carried out both unconstrained and with a 
constraint forcing all fungal sequences to be monophyletic in the resulting trees. To 
assess the significance of the difference in likelihood between the constrained and 
unconstrained ML trees, the Shimodaira-Hasegawa (SH) test (Shimodaira and 
Hasegawa 1999) was implemented in PAUP* 4.0b. Tree scores (–ln L) are 29,424.7 
for the unconstrained tree, and 29,646.8 for the constrained tree, giving a L of 194 
and a P value of <0.0001 for the SH test. Fungal species are shown in bold. 
 

Trees constructed by all three methods showed a similar topology. By all three 

methods, the S. cerevisiae type 1a DHOD sequence and those of closely related fungal 

species are a branch within a larger type 1a DHOD tree consisting of bacterial 

sequences. Closely related Saccharomyces species including S. bayanus, S. paradoxus, 

and S. castellii have the type 1a gene, whereas K. marxianus and C. glabrata have the 

type 2 enzyme and K. lactis, K. waltii, and S. kluyveri have both family 1- and family 

2-type enzymes. This more complete data support the horizontal transfer 

hypothesis. Using a constraint of eukaryotic monophyly, the constrained ML search 

results in a tree that is less likely than that resulting from an unconstrained ML 

search (Figure 8C). To assess the significance of the difference in likelihood between 

the constrained and unconstrained ML trees, the Shimodaira-Hasegawa likelihood 

ratio test (SH) was performed as implemented in PAUP* 4.0b. The SH test rejected 

the constrained topology with a P value < 0.0001. 
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3.3.2 Analysis of Gene Order  

 The presence of two DHOD genes in K. lactis, K. waltii, and S. kluyveri supports 

the argument that URA1 is horizontally transferred and suggests that an ancestor of 

S. cerevisiae had both DHOD genes. It is likely that the family 2 DHOD was lost at 

some time after the divergence of C. glabrata and S. cerevisiae. An alignment of the 

family 2 DHOD regions of A. gossypii, S. kluyveri, and S. cerevisiae and the family 1a 

regions in S. kluyveri and S. cerevisiae is shown in Figure 12.  

 

 

Figure 12: Synteny identifies the location from which the family 2 DHOD gene 
was lost in the S. cerevisiae lineage. (A) Synteny is conserved in the region of the 
family 2 DHOD in A. gossypii and S. kluyveri. DHOD genes are shown as solid 
arrows; adjacent genes are shown with dashed arrows. Vertical bars indicate 
homologues. In S. cerevisiae the region containing the family 2 DHOD is conserved, 
though the DHOD gene is not present, as indicated by the dashed line. This is 
consistent with a deletion of the family 2 DHOD in the lineage leading to S. cerevisiae. 
(B) Synteny in the region of the family 1a DHOD genes, indicated by hollow arrows, 
is not conserved between S. kluyveri and S. cerevisiae, possibly due to genomic 
rearrangements since the divergence of these two species. 
 
In A. gossypii and S. kluyveri the family 2 DHOD and its flanking genes show a 

conserved gene order. Local synteny is also preserved in S. cerevisiae, except this 
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region is lacking the family 2 DHOD. No evidence or residual trace of the ancestral 

type 2 DHOD gene could be identified at this location, nor could it be found 

elsewhere in the genome. The URA1 gene is at a different position in the genome. This 

is consistent with loss of the family 2 DHOD from the lineage of S. cerevisiae.  

3.3.3 Growth in Anaerobic Conditions  

 As the horizontally transferred URA1 gene replicated a function already 

present in the host organism, the family 1a enzyme probably provided some selective 

advantage to become fixed in the population. Based upon the biochemical 

characteristics of family 1a and family 2 enzymes (family 1a enzymes do not require 

oxygen as an electron acceptor as is the case with family 2 (Jensen and Bjornberg 

1998)), we hypothesized that possession of a family 1a-type enzyme may facilitate 

growth in anaerobic environments. In order to test this hypothesis, an ura1∆ S. 

cerevisiae strain was constructed by disrupting URA1 by homologous recombination. 

This strain was transformed with a plasmid containing a genomic fragment from A. 

gossypii including the DHOD gene. This strain was grown in parallel anaerobic and 

aerobic conditions; the results are shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: The A. gossypii type 2 DHOD gene is unable to fully complement a S. 
cerevisiae URA1 strain under anaerobic conditions. Plasmid pAG containing the 
A. gossypii DHOD gene fails to complement S. cerevisiae ura1 under anaerobic 
conditions (A) but complements under aerobic conditions (B). (C) Arrangement of 
strains on plates; all plates contained synthetic complete medium without uracil. 
 
 The A. gossypii DHOD gene fully complements the uracil auxotrophy of the S. 

cerevisiae URA1 strain. The A. gossypii DHOD gene was however unable to 

complement the uracil auxotrophy under anaerobic conditions. This is consistent 

with horizontal transfer of a bacterial family 1a-type DHOD gene into the S. 
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cerevisiae lineage. It is possible that such a transfer facilitated the exploitation of 

anaerobic environments. Similar experiments carried out by Gojkovic et al. and 

Zameitat et al. using the family 1a and 2 DHOD enzymes from S. kluyveri (Gojkovic 

et al. 2004; Zameitat et al. 2004) showed similar results indicating that the failure of 

the A. gossypii family 2 DHOD to complement under anaerobic conditions is not 

species specific. A. gossypii is unable to grow under anaerobic conditions even when 

supplemented with uracil (data not shown), indicating that while the type 1a 

DHOD gene is necessary for anaerobic growth in the absence of uracil it is only one 

of a number of modifications necessary for anaerobic growth. The majority of fungal 

species are restricted to aerobic growth (Visser et al. 1990), and the acquisition of the 

bacterially derived URA1 gene could have been one of the adaptations necessary for 

anaerobic growth. 

3.3.4 BDS1 Phylogeny Supports Horizontal Transfer from Bacteria  
 
 The S. cerevisiae BDS1 protein has higher sequence identity to a family of 

bacterial sulfatases than to any genes found in eukaryotes. Further examination of 

available sequence data confirmed that BDS1 is a member of a family of bacterial 

alkyl-sulfatase (Figure 14).  
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Figure 14: Alignment of BDS1 of S. cerevisiae and S. bayanus with sulfatases from 
R. palustris, P. putida, and the ars-1 gene product of N. crassa. For all species, the 
full length of the protein is shown. 
 
A sulfatase phylogeny was constructed including bacterial and eukaryotic alkyl- and 

aryl-sulfatase genes by NJ and Bayesian methods (Figure 15).  
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Figure 15: Phylogeny of bacterial and eukaryotic sulfatases supports horizontal 
gene transfer from bacteria to fungi. (A) Phylogenetic tree constructed from alkyl- 
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and aryl-sulfatase amino acid sequences (on left) shows a topology generally similar 
to a tree constructed from small-subunit (SSU) rRNA (on right). The BDS1 genes of 
S. cerevisiae and S. bayanus are members of a family of bacterial sulfatase genes and 
not closely related to the aryl-sulfatase genes of eukaryotes. Fungal species are 
shown in bold. Lines connect taxa between trees. Both trees constructed with 
neighbor joining in ClustalX. Numbers indicate bootstrap support for nodes from 
1,000 NJ bootstrap replicates. Scale bar, changes per amino acid or nucleotide. (B) 
Bayesian tree phylogeny of sulfatase proteins. Majority-rule consensus tree of 9,000 
Bayesian trees. Numbers above branches represent the posterior probability of each 
clade. Tree searching done with MrBayes3. Consensus trees and posterior 
probabilities were determined in PAUP* 4.0b. Fungal species are shown in bold. 
 
Trees constructed by all methods showed a similar topology. By both methods the S. 

cerevisiae BDS1 sequence and that of S. bayanus are a branch within a larger tree 

consisting of bacterial alkyl-sulfatase gene sequences. The S. cerevisiae BDS1 gene 

does not appear to share homology with the ars-1 gene of N. crassa nor to any other 

known eukaryotic aryl-sulfatase gene.  

3.3.5 BDS1 is an Alkyl-Sulfatase.  

 Alkyl-sulfatases similar to BDS1, particularly from Pseudomonas sp., are 

capable of cleaving SDS. The products of this reaction are dodecanol and sulfate. 

The genomes of the A. gossypii, D. hansenii, K. lactis, K. waltii, S. kluyveri, C. albicans, 

C. glabrata, S. bayanus, S. mikatae, S. paradoxus, and Y. lipolytica have been sequenced 

and were examined for the presence of a BDS1 homolog. Of these, only S. bayanus 

has a BDS1 gene homologous to that of S. cerevisiae. K. lactis, S. kluyveri, C. glabrata, S. 

bayanus, S. kudriavzevii, S. mikatae, S. paradoxus, and S. cerevisiae were plated on 

sulfur-free minimal medium supplemented with 0.3 mM SDS. Only S. cerevisiae and 

S. bayanus grew vigorously, strongly indicating alkyl-sulfatase activity (Figure 16).  
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Figure 16: S. cerevisiae and S. bayanus possess alkyl-sulfatase activity Cells of K. 
lactis, S. kluyveri, C. glabrata, S. bayanus, S. kudriavzevii, S. mikatae, and S. paradoxus 
plated on sulfur-free medium supplemented with 0.3 mM SDS. Only S. cerevisiae and 
S. bayanus grew vigorously, strongly indicating alkyl-sulfatase activity. Trees show 
evolutionary relationships between species (Kurtzman and Robnett 2003). 
 
All species grew well on sulfur-free minimal medium supplemented with 0.3 mM 

ammonium sulfate (data not shown). As BDS1 is the only gene in the S. cerevisiae 

genome with significant homology to alkyl-sulfatase genes, we hypothesized that 

BDS1 is the gene responsible for the observed alkyl-sulfatase activity. In order to test 

this hypothesis, a bds1 S. cerevisiae strain was constructed by inserting a G418 

resistance marker into the BDS1 open reading frame by homologous recombination. 
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Mutant bds1::KanMX cells and the wild type were grown in liquid B medium 

supplemented with SDS. Wild-type S. cerevisiae grows significantly better than the 

bds1::KanMX strain (Figure 17 and Table 6).  

 

 

Figure 17: Growth on SDS. Mutant bds1::KanMX cells (red bars) and the wild type 
(blue bars) were grown in liquid B medium supplemented with SDS. Columns 
represent averages of 13 measurements. Experimental condition is plotted versus 
optical density at 600 nm (OD600). B medium, unsupplemented B medium (Cherest 
and Surdin-Kerjan 1992). Error bars represent one standard deviation. B medium 
unsupplemented is sulfur-free medium with no added sulfur (negative control). The 
positive control is 0.3 mM ammonium sulfate. A t-test was used to compare the 
differences in growth of strains. Conditions labeled with  an '*' indicate strains with 
a significant difference in growth (P < 0.05). 
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Table 6: Summary of growth WT and bds1::KanMX on SDS. Results of 13 
replicates. 
Condition Strain Mean (OD600) Standard 

Deviation 
P-value 

WT 0.202 0.021 B media 
(negative 
control)  

bds1::KanMX 0.188 
 

0.012 
0.049 

WT 1.286 0.049 0.3 mM 
Ammonium 
sulfate 
(positive 
control) 

bds1::KanMX 1.277 0.023 
0.549 

WT 0.047 0.001 0.3 M SDS 
bds1::KanMX 0.049 0.003 

0.098 

WT 0.048 0.001 0.03 M SDS 
bds1::KanMX 0.049 0.002 

0.144 

WT 0.793 0.059 3 mM SDS 
bds1::KanMX 0.442 0.032 

< 0.001 

WT 1.144 0.038 0.3 mM SDS 
bds1::KanMX 0.809 0.053 

< 0.001 

WT 0.346 0.030 0.03 mM SDS 
bds1::KanMX 0.204 0.013 

< 0.001 

 

 

 To verify that the alkyl-sulfate metabolism defect demonstrated by the 

bds1::KanMX strain is linked to the mutation, bds1::KanMX cells were mated to strain 

BY4741. In the progeny resulting from this cross, loss of the ability to metabolize 

SDS cosegregated with the marked deletion (Figure 18). 
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Figure 18: Tetrad analysis. To verify that the alkyl-sulfate metabolism defect 
demonstrated by the bds1::KanMX strain is linked to the mutation, bds1::KanMX 
MAT alpha cells were mated to strain BY4741. The progeny resulting from this cross 
were plated on B medium supplemented with 0.3 mM SDS. Two progeny from each 
tetrad were unable to grow in medium lacking methionine and represent met15 cells. 
These cells were also unable to grow on medium supplemented with SDS. G418-
sensitive BDS1 cells grow more vigorously on SDS as a sulfur source. Tetrads are 
shown horizontally. (A) B medium supplemented with 0.3 mM SDS. All tetrads 
show two growth: two no growth, identical to results with synthetic complete 
medium without methionine (panel B). Seven tetrads (tetrads 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, and 
11) show one vigorous: one weak growth, dependent on BDS1. (B) Synthetic 
complete medium without methionine. All tetrads (except tetrad 9—possible 
recombination or gene conversion event) show 2:2 segregation of vigorous growth, 
independent of BDS1. (C) Yeast-peptone-dextrose medium with G418. All tetrads 
show 2:2 segregation of knockout. 

 

3.3.6 BDS1 is an Aryl-sulfatase.  

 In 1974, J. Reiss observed aryl-sulfatase activity in S. cerevisiae cells by 

cytochemical methods (Reiss 1974). S. cerevisiae has no gene in its genome with 

significant homology to known eukaryotic aryl-sulfatase genes. We hypothesized 

that BDS1 may be a dual-function enzyme with alkyl- and aryl-sulfatase activity 

encoded by the gene responsible for the aryl-sulfatase activity reported by Reiss.  

Aryl-sulfatase activity was also assayed photometrically for release of 4-

nitrocatechol from 4-nitrocatechol sulfate (Figure 19).  
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Figure 19: Photometric assay for aryl-sulfatase activity with mutant bds1::KanMX 
cells (yellow bars) and the wild type (red bars). Aryl-sulfatase activity was 
assayed photometrically as release of 4-nitrocatechol from 4-nitrocatechol sulfate. 
Optical density at 516 nm (OD516) is plotted on the y-axis. Blue represents B 
medium supplemented with 4-nitrocatechol sulfate with no cells. Results are the 
average of 3 replicates. Bars indicate one standard deviation. A t-test was used to 
compare the differences in growth of strains. Media incubated with WT cells contain 
significantly higher levels of 4-nitrocatechol compared to (P = 0.007). 
 
The supernatant of wild-type cells contains over 10 times the level of 4-nitrocatechol 

than that of mutant cells or controls, indicating that mutant cells lacking functional 

BDS1 are negative for aryl-sulfatase activity.  
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3.3.7 IRC4 Protects Cells From UV Radiation. 

 IRC4 is highly similar to a family of uncharacterized genes found in a wide 

range of bacteria (Figure 20). 

 

 

Figure 20: Alignment of IRC4 from S. cerevisiae and S. mikatae with homologs 
from Lactobacillus casei and E. coli. 

 
Though these genes are of unknown function, in E. coli strain UTI89 a homolog of 

IRC4 is in a position to be divergently transcribed to a copy of the imp operon 

(Figure 21). 

 

 

Figure 21: Map of the IRC4 homolog and neighboring genes found on the 
plasmid from E. coli strain UTI89. Arrows indicate genes and their orientation 
relative to one another. Arrows are proportional to gene size as are the intergenic 
distances. The IRC4 homolog is shown in green. Yellow-shaded genes are genes with 
similarity to genes of known function and the putative functions are indicated. Grey-
shaded genes are genes of unknown function. 

 

The imp operon was originally sequenced from plasmid TP110 in Salmonella 

typhimurium (Lodwick et al. 1990; Runyen-Janecky et al. 1999). The presence of this 
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operon conveys increased resistance to UV radiation in Salmonella, Shigella, and 

Escherichia. The association of IRC4 with known UV protection genes as well as a 

personal communication to SGD indicating that IRC4 knockouts show increased 

levels of spontaneous Rad52 foci (Alvaro 2006) led to the hypothesize that IRC4 

may protect S. cerevisiae from UV radiation. 

 In order to test this hypothesis, an irc4 S. cerevisiae strain was constructed by 

inserting a G418 resistance marker into the IRC4 open reading frame by homologous 

recombination. Mutant irc4::KanMX cells (SCCH014) and the wild type (S288c) were 

exposed to UV radiation as described in methods. Mutant IRC4 are significantly 

more sensitive to UV radiation than wild type (Figure 22). 

 

 

Figure 22: Loss of IRC4 results in increased sensitivity to UV radiation. 10 µL of 
OD600 1 cells were exposed to 300 J/m2 of UV radiation. S288c is an IRC4 strain. 
SCCH014 is isogenic to S288c (irc4::KanMX) (right). The cells on the left were not 
exposed to UV radiation. 
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This effect is specific to UV radiation as tests with other DNA-damaging agents 

such as bleomycin, H202, and methanesulfonate (MMS) showed no difference 

between the wild type and knockout strains (data not shown).  

3.4 Discussion 

 Functional innovation introduced by horizontal transfer can be classified into 

three categories: acquisition of completely novel functions, the displacement or 

supplementation of a pre-existing capability by a horizontally transferred homolog 

with different functional properties, and the recovery of metabolic capabilities 

previously lost. In the course of my work, I found all three categories in the 

horizontally acquired genes of S. cerevisiae.  

 IRC4/YDR540C is a gene only found in S. cerevisiae, S. mikatae and bacteria. 

This gene protects cells from ultra-violet radiation by a yet unknown mechanism. As 

this gene is not found in eukaryotes except two species of Saccharomyces it likely 

represents a biological activity new to eukaryotic evolution. IRC4 represents a case 

of acquisition of novel function by horizontal gene transfer. As the ecology of S. 

cerevisiae is still not well understood, the biological ramifications of the acquisition of 

IRC4 are difficult to determine. Like all organisms, however, S. cerevisiae benefits by 

increased protection of its DNA. It is possible that the acquisition of IRC4 resulted 

in increased protection for the cell from UV radiation. It is also possible that the 

observed phenotype is simply a pleiotropic effect. 
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 URA1 represents an interesting case of supplementation and/or 

displacement of existing function by horizontal transfer. Three hemiascomycete 

yeasts, K. lactis, K. waltii, and S. kluyveri, possess a family 2 DHOD optimized for 

aerobic conditions and a horizontally transferred family 1a DHOD optimized for 

anaerobic conditions. In these organisms horizontal transfer has functioned as a 

mechanism for supplementation of the existing DHOD. S. bayanus, S. castellii, S. 

cerevisiae, and S. paradoxus all possess only a horizontally transferred family 1a 

DHOD. These species present a clear case of gene displacement as they have lost the 

eukaryotic family 2 DHOD of their ancestors and kept the bacterially-derived family 

1a DHOD. In the ancestor of these species adapted to anaerobic growth, there may 

have been relaxed pressure to maintain an aerobic family 2 DHOD, resulting in the 

loss of the original eukaryotic family 2 DHOD in the Saccharomyces sensu stricto 

species. It is interesting to note that many of the hemiascomycete species that have 

lost the family 2 DHOD are capable of more vigorous growth under anaerobic 

conditions in the laboratory than those species that have maintained both a family 1 

and a family 2 DHOD (Visser et al. 1990). 

 BDS1 is a member of a class of bacterial sulfatase genes. Among currently 

sequenced species, S. cerevisiae and S. bayanus are the only eukaryotic organisms with 

a gene of this class. In this case horizontal transfer functions as a mechanism for the 

acquisition of new genes. BDS1 is a dual (alkyl- and aryl-sulfatase) function enzyme 

and is also an example of the recovery of lost metabolic capability by horizontal 

transfer (Hall et al. 2005). The ars-1 gene of N. crassa is a good example of the class 

of experimentally characterized aryl-sulfatase genes found in many fungi and 
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animals, though not the Saccharomycetacea (Diezmann et al. 2004) or the 

"Saccharomyces complex" (Kurtzman and Robnett 2003), which appears to have lost 

this eukaryotic aryl-sulfatase gene. Eukaryotic aryl-sulfatase does not appear in a 

recognizable form in the genomes of A. gossypii, C. glabrata, K. waltii, S. castellii, S. 

kluyveri, or any of the Saccharomyces sensu stricto species. The ars-1-encoded aryl-

sulfatase of N. crassa is up-regulated by sulfur starvation and it has been proposed 

that it functions as a mechanism for sulfur scavenging (Paietta 1989). BDS1 shows 

higher expression in sulfur-limited chemostat cultures (Boer et al. 2003). It is possible 

that the acquisition of BDS1 beneficially restored aryl-sulfatase activity and/or 

provided the potentially novel activity of an alkyl-sulfatase. Though the exact 

biological role of BDS1 in S. cerevisiae is unclear.  

 Clearly the most dramatic example of re-acquisition of lost metabolic 

capability is the reconstruction of the biotin biosynthesis pathway discussed in 

Chapter 4. In this case seems unlikely that the pathway could have been rebuilt 

without horizontal gene transfer. It is true that two genes of the reconstructed 

pathway formed from duplication and neofunctionalization, but only one of those 

duplications (YJR154W – BIO1) formed from a pre-existing eukaryotic gene (BIO6 is 

a duplication of the horizontally acquired BIO3). The biotin synthesis pathway is 

ancient (all living things require biotin), and the downstream steps of the pathway 

(BIO2, BIO4, BIO3) are uniquely constituents of this pathway not members of large 

gene families. It seems very unlikely therefore that the reconstruction of the biotin 

synthesis pathway would have been possible without HGT.
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4. The Role of Horizontal Gene Transfer and Gene 
Duplication in the Re-construction of the Biotin Synthesis 
Pathway 

4.1 Introduction 

A controversy arose following the seminal work of Pasteur (Pasteur 1860) as 

to the nutrient requirements of yeast. While some supported the observation of 

Pasteur that fermentation could be obtained with a media of mineral salts in the 

form of yeast ash, sucrose, ammonium tartrate, and a pin head size inoculum of 

levure (Duclaux 1864), others reported that this mixture was insufficient to allow 

growth (v. Leibig 1869). Extensive work by Wildiers published in 1901 (Wildiers 

1901) suggested the existence of an essential micronutrient that is water soluble, 

insoluble in alcohol, absent from yeast ash, dialyzable, and while present in peptone 

and beer wort, absent from urea, asparagine, and several other nitrogenous 

compounds. He named this compound “bios”. Efforts to purify this compound 

failed, and controversy continued over the nature of this compound and even its 

existence (Tanner 1924). In 1930, work by Farries and Bell (Farries and Bell 1930) 

showed that A. gossypii and two related species were unable to grow on asparagine 

as a sole nitrogen source, while some other fungi including Fusarium fructigenum were 

capable of growth. They found that a growth factor was necessary for growth of A. 

gossypii, which they furthermore fractionated and extensively. Work by Buston and 

Pramanik (Buston and Pramanik 1931; Buston and Pramanik 1931) showed that the 
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factor necessary for growth of A. gossypii actually contained two components, one 

being inositol, and the other being identified several years later by purification, 

crystallization, and compositional determination as biotin (Kogl and Tonnis 1936). 

Biotin (vitamin H) is an essential vitamin that is required in S. cerevisiae for 

lipid metabolism, (Roggenkamp et al. 1980) leucine metabolism (Ohsugi and Imanishi 

1985) and is a substrate of the biotin protein ligase (BPL1) (Hoja et al. 1998). Biotin 

enters the cell via VHT1, a plasma membrane biotin transporter (Stolz et al. 1999). 

Many prokaryotes are capable of synthesizing biotin, as are plants and some fungi. 

No animal is capable of synthesizing biotin. Some of the fungus species, which are 

incapable of synthesizing biotin, retain some of the genes involved in biotin 

biosynthesis and are capable of utilizing intermediates to synthesize biotin.  

In retrospect, much of the confusion over the existence and nature of “bios” 

may have stemmed from variability of the organisms used – we now know that some 

S. cerevisiae strains are biotin auxotrophs, and that a few S. cerevisiae strains and 

many other fungal species are prototrophic (Shchelokova and Vorob'eva 1982) 

(Figure 23).  
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Figure 23: Variability of biotin biosynthesis in S. cerevisiae. 39 strains of S. 
cerevisiae and other Saccharomyces sp. replica plated from minimal media onto media 
lacking biotin. Some strains show no growth, some weak growth, and others robust 
growth. It is likely that these differences are due to copy number differences in the 
BIO6, BIO1 locus. Strains used are 1 - S288C, 2 - Y55, 3 – SK1, 4 – W303, 5 – 
YJM978, 6- YJM981, 7 – YJM975, 8 – 322134S, 9 – 378604X, 10 – 273614X, 11 – 
DBVPG1788, 12 – DBVPG1373, 13 – YIIc17_E5, 14 – DBVPG6040, 15 – NCYC361, 
16 – YPS606, 17 – YPS128, 18 – YS2, 19 – YS4, 20 – YS9, 21 – UWOPS03-461.4, 22 
– UWOPS05-217.3, 23 – UWOPS05-227.2, 24 – K11, 25 – Y9, 26 – DBVPG1853, 27 
– Y12, 28 – NCYC110, 29 – DBVPG6044, 30 – DBVPG6765, 31 – L-1374, 32 – L-
1528, 33 – UWOPS87-2421, 34 – DBVPG1106, 35 – UWOPS83-787.3, 36 through 
39 are Saccharomyces sp. other than S. cerevisiae. 
 
Furthermore, many S. cerevisiae autotrophic strains can utilize not only biotin, but 

also certain intermediates in the biotin biosynthetic pathway (Phalip et al. 1999), 

and that a dilution of one in four x 1011 of crystallized biotin is sufficient to allow 

yeast growth (Kogl et al. 1937).  It is possible that either the strain studied by 

Pasteur was a biotin prototroph, or that his pinhead size inoculum transferred 

sufficient biotin to enable growth. It is also clear that A. gossypii was a fortuitous 

subject for the analysis of biotin by Farries and Bell, as the species is not only a 

vigorously growing species and a biotin auxotroph, but as genome sequencing has 

revealed (Dietrich et al. 2004) is lacking the biotin biosynthetic genes BIO2, BIO3, 

BIO4, and BIO5 found in even biotin auxotrophic strains of S. cerevisiae, and is thus 

unable to convert biotin precursors to biotin. 

The identification of biotin, and its role as a cofactor and its structure had a 

protracted history, and the identification of the genes necessary for biotin 

biosynthesis has had a similar prolonged history. Identification of S. cerevisiae genes 

in amino acid and nucleotide synthesis pathways dates to the 1950’s, yet the first 

gene identified in biotin biosynthesis was BIO2 in 1995 (Zhang et al. 1994). With the 
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identification of BIO3 BIO4, and BIO5 (Phalip et al. 1999) BIO6 (Wu et al. 2005) 

and BIO1 (this report, manuscript in preparation), it now appears that the complete 

set of genes for biotin biosynthesis in S. cerevisiae has been identified. Work remains 

in characterization of the kinetics of these enzymes, verification of the pathway 

intermediates, and characterization of the pathway for pimelic acid synthesis.  

The steps in biotin biosynthesis have been determined in E. coli and Bacillus 

sp. (Streit and Entcheva 2003) (Figure 24). The first step of biotin biosynthesis, the 

formation of pimeloyl-CoA, is accomplished in different ways, with some species 

such as Escherichia coli apparently requiring two genes for this step (bioC and bioH) 

while others, such as Bacillus sp., are capable of forming pimeloyl-CoA with a single 

gene (bioW) (Bower et al. 1995). The last four steps from pimeloyl-coenzyme A 

(CoA) to biotin are the same in all species (Streit and Entcheva 2003). 

 

Figure 24: A. Genomic position of the six known genes involved in biotin 
biosynthesis and intermediate transport. The chromosomal position(s) of 
BIO1/BIO6 genes is based on strain S288c. B. Position of the genes in the biotin 
biosynthesis pathway. C. Gene names for the biotin synthesis pathway in Bacillus 
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and E. coli. 
 
 In eukaryotes less is known about the genes involved in biotin formation than 

in bacteria. Most of what is known about biotin biosynthesis in eukaryotes is derived 

from work in Arabidopsis thaliana and S. cerevisiae (Streit and Entcheva 2003; Pinon et 

al. 2005). In S. cerevisiae strains S288C, RM11-1a, and YJM789, three of the genes 

involved in biotin synthesis and intermediate transport are found within a sub-

telomeric cluster located on chromosome XIV (BIO3, BIO4, BIO5) (Phalip et al. 

1999). The final gene in the pathway, encoding biotin synthase (BIO2), is found on 

chromosome VII (Zhang et al. 1994) (Figure 24). A screen for genes of recent bacterial 

origin in S. cerevisiae and A. gossypii indicated that two of the three known genes for 

biotin biosynthesis were acquired by horizontal gene transfer from bacteria (BIO3, 

BIO4) (Hall et al. 2005) this result is strongly supported by phylogenetic analysis. 

 In 2005, Wu et al identified and characterized the gene immediately upstream 

of BIO3 (Wu et al. 2005). This gene, BIO6, was found as a result of genomic 

sequencing of the sake brewing, K7 strain, which is a biotin prototroph. This gene is a 

paralog of BIO3, but was shown to have acquired a new function. Based on analysis 

of gene order this duplication appears to have been independent of the 

saccharomycetaceae genome duplication (Wolfe and Shields 1997). BIO6 is 

necessary but not sufficient for biotin production indicating the presence of one or 

more additional genes.  

 We have identified the open reading frame adjacent to BIO6 as the initial step 

in biotin biosynthesis in S. cerevisiae. This gene, which is now named BIO1, is a 

paralog of a gene of unknown function, YJR154W, and appears to have acquired the 
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function of pimeloyl-CoA synthetase. It is a functional homolog of independent 

origin of the bioW gene in Bacillus sp. and the bioC-bioH complex of Escherichia coli. In 

S288c, there are 2 pseudogene copies each of BIO1 and BIO6, located on 

chromosomes I and VIII given the systematic names YAR069W (BIO6), YAR070W 

(BIO1), YHR214W-B (BIO8), and YHR214W-C (BIO7).  

4.4 Materials and Methods 

4.4.1 Phylogenetic Methods 

 Accession numbers for all sequences used in this analysis can be found in  

Table 7.  

Table 7: Accession numbers of sequences used in the phylogenetic analyses 
presented in this chapter 
Species SSU Figure 26 Figure 27 Figure 29 Figure 30 Figure 31 
Alkaliphilus 
metalliredigenes       
A. thaliana NC_003071 DQ017966, 

NP_200567 
NP_200568 AAB39953   NM_126178 

       
A. fumigatus AF548063 XP_747711 XP_747711     XM_742956  
A. nidulans AB008403 XM_659156 XM_659156 XP_664247 XP_681375 XM_657787 
A. oryzae AP007172 BAE55021     BAE64449   
Bacillus sphaericus EF032669 AAA22271, 

AAB02325 
BACBIODAYB AAA22268 AAA22270   

Bacillus subtilis EF420247 AAC00263, 
AAY34416 

AF008220 AAC00265 AAC00261   

Bordetella 
parapertussis 

NC_002928 CAE37077         

B. japonicum             
Brevibacterium linens AB211980          NZ_AAGP0100000 
Burkholderia 
vietnamiensis 

            

C. albicans E15168 XP_718256 XM_713257 EAK99427   XM_713255,  
XM_714550 

Caulobacter sp.             
Clostridium 
beijerincki 

            

C. immitis X58571         XM_001239073  
Corynebacterium 
glutamicum 

NC_006958 YP_226845 NC_003450 AAC44580     

C. neoformans BR000310 XM_569073 XM_569073 XP_571682 EAL20973 AAEY0100002 
D. hansenii EF061756   XM_462618 CAG85190 XP_462625 XM_462619, 

XM_458651       
Desulfovibrio 
desulfuricans 

            

Enterobacter sp. NZ_AAVF01000015 ZP_01591064         
Enterococcus 
faecalis 
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Enterococcus 
faecium 

            

Erwinia carotovora NC_004547 CAG75726         
Erythrobacter litoralis NC_007722       YP_459797   
E. coli EF418614 CAB69594, 

CAA00964 
A11538 CAA00965 BAE77879,  

CAA00966  
  

Gluconobacter 
oxydans 

    NC_006677       

Idiomarina loihiensis NC_006512 YP_155714         
K. lactis AB054673 CAH01942 XM_451548 CAH02849   XM_451547, 

XM_452894 
Kurthia sp. AY994314 BAB39457, 

BAB39453 
AB045873 BAB39458 BAB39463,  

BAB39459 
  

Lactobacillus 
salivarius 

            

Magnetospirillum 
magnetotacticum 

ASERRDQ   NZ_AAAP01003792       

Mesorhizobium loti DQ310708 AAG47792, 
AAG47794 

 AF311738 AAG47791 AAG47795   

Mesorhizobium sp.             
Methylibium 
petroleiphilum 

            

Methylobacillus 
flagellatus 

DQ287787 ABE50430, 
ABE48648 

NC_007947 ABE5043 ABE50428,  
ABE50429 

  

Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis 

BX842576       EAX13385   

Neosartora fischeri NFU21299         XM_001266236  
N. crassa AY046271          XM_954943  
Oceanobacter sp.             
Oryza sativa RICRG18S AAL7979, 

NP_001061354 
NP_001061354 BAF24295   NM_001050064 

Paracoccus 
denitrificans 

NC_008687    NZ_AAIT01000023       

Photobacterium 
profundum 

DQ027055         CAG20715         

Pichia stipitis  AB054280         XM_001382742 
Pseudoalteromonas 
atlantica 

           

Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa 

EF426771 NP_249192, 
NP_249111 

NC_002516  NP_249191 AAK01512,  
ABJ15465,  
ABJ15464 

  

Pseudomonas putida EF123070       NP_744951, 
NP_742532, 
NP_742531 

  

Psychromonas 
ingrahamii 

      
 

    

Ralstonia pickettii EF195100       ZP_01662317   
Rhodococcus sp. NC_008268       YP_705254   
Rhodopseudomonas 
palustris 

NC_008435   NC_005296   NP_945794   

S. cerevisiae EF153845 CAA96340, 
BAD89998 

CAA96339 NP_011802 NP_012688 NC_001146, 
NC_001139  

S. mikatae             
Salmonella enterica NC_006905 CAD05241         
S. pombe Z19578     CAA21106   D89115 
Serratia 
proteamaculens 

AM157437 ZP_01535731         

Sphingomonas sp. NZ_AAQG01000017       ZP_01303634   
Streptomyces 
avermitilis 

DQ768097         NC_003155 

U. maydis X62396 XM_753969 XM_753969 XP_756462   XM_753845 
Vibrio alginolyticus             
Vibrio cholerae AE003852 EAZ75120         
Xanthobacter 
autotrophicus 

            

Xenorhabdus 
nematophila 

DQ211707 AAF04396         

Y. lipolytica EF190312 XP_504233 XP_504233 XP_502859   XM_500191 
Y. pestis NC_003143 AAS61261         
Yersinia 
pseudotuberculosis   

        

 

Gene sequences and ribosomal small-subunit ribosomal (SSU) DNA sequences used 
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in this analysis were acquired from GenBank (Benson et al. 1999). Ribosomal SSU 

sequences were aligned by primary structure using ClustalX (Thompson et al. 1997). 

Amino acid sequences for all biotin biosynthesis genes were aligned by primary 

structure using ClustalX. Ambiguously aligned regions were excluded from the 

alignment. Coding DNA sequences of biotin biosynthesis genes were aligned from 

protein alignments.  

 Estimates of phylogenetic relatedness among species were determined using 

neighbor-joining (NJ) (Saitou and Nei 1987) analysis of SSU sequences. NJ trees were 

constructed in ClustalX using the IUB matrix. NJ trees were bootstrapped in ClustalX 

using 1,000 replicates. Estimates of phylogenetic relatedness among biotin 

biosynthesis genes were determined using NJ analyses of protein sequences. NJ trees 

were constructed in ClustalX using the method of Saitou and Nei (Saitou and Nei 

1987) and the Gonnet matrix (Gonnet et al. 1992). NJ trees were bootstrapped in 

ClustalX using 1,000 replicates.  

4.4.2 Cloning of BIO1 and BIO6 into S. cerevisiae 

PCR and sequencing confirmed that the gene inserts are complete and in the 

proper orientation with respect to the promoter and termination sequences. The 

plasmid used was a derivative of the 2µm plasmidYEplac195 acquired from the 

laboratory of Joseph Heitman (Pan and Heitman 2000). Standard protocols were 

used for transformation(Burke et al. 2000), DNA preparation (Burke et al. 2000), 

PCR (Mullis et al. 1986), cloning, and sequencing. 
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4.4.3 Strains and Media 

 S. cerevisiae strains used in this analysis were A364a, BY4371, BY4742, 

BY4743, S288C, and YJM627. For general cultivation purposes all strains were grown 

on yeast peptone dextrose (YPD) broth and agar (Burke et al. 2000). Selection for 

plasmids was performed on synthetic complete minus uracil media (SC-ura) (Burke 

et al. 2000). Test for biotin prototrophy were performed on biotin-free media 

composed of ammonium sulfate (15mM), monopotassium phosphate (6.6mM), 

dipotassium phosphate (0.5mM), sodium chloride (1.7mM), calcium chloride 

(0.7mM), magnesium chloride (2mM), boric acid (0.5 µg/mL), copper chloride (0.04 

µg/mL), potassium iodide (0.1 µg/mL), zinc chloride (0.19 µg/mL), calcium 

pantothenate (2 µg/mL), thiamine (2µg/mL), pyridoxine (2µg/mL), inositol (20 

µg/mL), and glucose (2%). It was found that agar contained too much contaminating 

biotin, which allowed for background growth of auxotrophic strains of S. cerevisiae. If 

plates were required, agarose was used as a jelling agent to a final concentration of 

2%. For growth of strain A364a this media was supplemented with adenine sulfate 

(20 mg/L), histidine (20 mg/L), lysine (30 mg/L), and tyrosine (30 mg/L). Very 

little biotin is required for growth and biotin is very efficiently recycled. We found it 

necessary to titrate the level of biotin by transferring from two or more plates of 

media lacking biotin to eliminate background growth. 

4.2 Results 

 In order to identify the gene(s) necessary for biotin biosynthesis, crosses were 

carried out between biotin producing strains (YJM627 and A364a) and the biotin 
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auxotroph S288C. Thirty tetrads from the YJM627-S288C cross yielded a complex 

segregation pattern of four 4:0 (+:-), seventeen 3:1 (+:-) and nine 2:2 for biotin 

production. This pattern is consistent with a single locus in 2 copies. Results from 25 

tetrads of the A364a-S288C cross showed 2:2 segregation in all cases. S288C lacks 

at least two biotin biosynthesis genes one of which is BIO6. The observed segregation 

pattern suggested a single locus trait, and indicated that the missing gene(s) was 

closely linked to BIO6. Analysis of the Saccharomyces sensu stricto species genome 

sequences as well as compiled data from the S. cerevisiae genome projects ongoing at 

the Sanger Centre (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Teams/Team71/durbin/sgrp/) 

allowed construction of a gene map of the region surrounding BIO6 (Figure 22). 

Several genes neighbor BIO6 including members of the multi-gene families FLO1 

(flocculation), PHO11 (acid phosphatase) and IMD1 (inosine monophosphate 

dehydrogenase) as well as genes of unknown function. This map suggested that the 

most likely candidate for “BIO1” was the gene immediately flanking BIO6. This gene 

is a paralog copy of YJR154W, a gene of unknown function but with sequence 

similarity to genes that bind phytanoyl-CoA, a molecule structurally similar to 

pimeloyl-CoA (Figure 25), the likely product of the missing biotin biosynthesis gene.  
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Figure 25: Structure of A.) Pimeloyl-CoA (biotin precursor) and B.) Phytanoyl-
CoA. 
 

In the case of BIO1, gene duplication appears to have been followed by 

neofunctionalization. PCR and sequencing confirmed that BIO6 is flanked by this 

putative BIO1 in A364a. Interestingly there are two pseudo-gene copies of BIO1 and 

BIO6 in S. cerevisiae S288C at positions on the right arm of chromosome I (YAR070W 
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and YAR069W) and on the right arm of chromosome VIII (YHR214W-C and 

YHR214W-B).  

 To test whether this gene is necessary for biotin biosynthesis in S. cerevisiae, 

BIO1 and BIO6 were PCR amplified and cloned into a plasmid vector (YEplac195 

derived), both individually and together on the same plasmid under the control of an 

ADH1 promoter. S288C strains with both BIO1 and BIO6, but not with either 

individually or with vector control became biotin prototrophs (Figure 26).  
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Figure 26: Growth of S. cerevisiae strains on media containing (A) and lacking (B) 
biotin. S288C is a biotin auxotroph. YJM627 is a biotin prototroph. + vector 
indicates vector alone, +BIO1 includes BIO1 gene, +BIO6 includes BIO6 gene, 
+BIO1BIO6 includes both genes on the same plasmid. 
 
Growth on 5-FOA to select for loss of the plasmid resulted in loss of biotin 

prototrophy (data not shown). These results indicate that BIO1 and BIO6 are 

together necessary and sufficient for the conversion of S288C into a biotin 
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prototroph and suggests that BIO1 is the likely pimeloyl-CoA synthetase of S. 

cerevisiae. 

4.3 Discussion 

It appears that the evolution of the biotin biosynthesis pathway in S. 

cerevisiae has been complex. The nearly complete loss of the entire pathway in the 

hemiascomycetes was followed by the reconstruction of the pathway, stepwise, by 

horizontal gene transfer and gene duplication. Horizontal gene transfer and gene 

duplication were also followed by the movement of genes to subtelomeric clusters. 

The biotin biosynthesis pathway in S. cerevisiae represents a fascinating model of 

gene pathway evolution in which many mechanisms of gene loss and gain have come 

into play.  

 In our initial analysis of horizontal gene transfer in S. cerevisiae and A. gossypii 

(Chapter 2), the majority of the genes of recent bacterial origin in S. cerevisiae 

appeared to be enzymes involved in the scavenging of nutrients, such as the 

horizontally acquired alkyl-aryl sulfatase BDS1. This observation fits well with our 

understanding of HGT in bacteria in which horizontal gene transfer appears to be a 

mechanism for the acquisition of novel metabolic characteristics. These genes appear 

to be single gain events that provide an immediate selective advantage. The two 

genes of the biotin biosynthesis pathway identified in our screen as likely recent 

horizontal acquisitions, BIO3 and BIO4 were therefore interesting because they 

encode two adjacent steps of a biosynthetic pathway acquired by horizontal gene 

transfer. Phylogenetic analysis strongly supported the view that these two genes 
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were of recent bacterial origin (Figures 27 and 28).  

 

A 
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B 

 

Figure 27: Phylogeny of KAPA synthase (bioF, BIO6) and DAPA synthase (bioA, 
BIO3) indicates horizontal gene transfer of BIO3 into fungi from proteo bacteria 
(A) and gain of KAPA synthase function by duplication of BIO3 to form BIO6 
(B). Gene phylogeny KAPA synthase (a) and DAPA synthase (b). The species 
phylogeny determined by ribosomal small subunit (SSU) is presented on the right. 
Both trees determined by NJ in ClustalX. The numbers indicate bootstrap support for 
each node out of 1000 replicates. 
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Figure 28: Phylogeny of dethiobiotin synthase (bioD, BIO4) indicates horizontal 
gene transfer of BIO4 into fungi from bacteria. Gene phylogeny of dethiobiotin 
synthase (left) Species phylogeny (right) determined by ribosomal small subunit 
(SSU). Both trees determined by NJ in ClustalX. The numbers indicate bootstrap 
support for each node out of 1000 replicates. 
 
Further evidence for HGT of BIO3 and BIO4 is that in the eukaryotic biotin 

biosynthesis pathway in A. thaliana, the activities of dethiobiotin (DTBS) synthase 

and DAPA synthase (DS) are encoded in a single protein encoded by a single gene. 

All species with eukaryotic type DTBS and DS show this dual function enzyme 

structure. In prokaryotes and in the hemiascomycetes, these two activities are 

encoded on separate genes. Phylogenetic analysis also indicated that these two genes 

were not acquired simultaneously as part of an “operon transfer” but individually 

from different prokaryotic donors. BIO3 appears to come from gamma-proteo 
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bacteria and BIO4 from alpha-proteo bacteria. The discovery of BIO6 and now 

BIO1 allow us to reconstruct the evolutionary history of the entire pathway. This 

history is detailed in figure 29.  

 

Figure 29: Loss of the eukaryotic biotin biosynthesis pathway in the 
hemiascomycete lineage and reconstruction by horizontal gene transfer and 
gene duplication. Phylogram represents evolutionary relationship between fungi. 
Rows indicate enzyme type. E indicates eukaryotic type enzyme, P indicates 
prokaryotic type enzyme. D indicates genes formed by duplication and 
neofunctionalization. ? indicates gene responsible for this step unknown. Columns 
indicate enzyme function. PCAS indicates pimeloyl-CoA synthetase, KAPAS 
indicates KAPA synthetase, DAPAS indicates DAPA synthetase, DTBS indicates 
dethiobiotin synthetase, and BS indicates biotin synthase.  

 

All of the known genes for biotin biosynthesis form distinct eukaryotic and 

prokaryotic clades. Construction of gene phylogenies for each step of biotin 
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biosynthesis reveals that eukaryotic-type biotin biosynthesis genes are ubiquitously 

found amongst plants and most fungi, but disappear after the divergence of Yarrowia 

lipolytica from the rest of the hemiascomycetes except for the final step biotin 

synthase (BS) (Figure 30).  

 

Figure 30: Phylogeny of biotin synthetase. Phylogeny of S. cerevisiae BIO2 and 
putative homologs from other fungi. The biotin synthetase from A. thaliana is 
experimentally verified. All prokaryotic gene represented have been experimentally 
shown to be functional biotin synthetases except from Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Both 
trees constructed by NJ in ClustalX. Numbers indicate bootstrap support for each 
node out of 1,000 replicates. 

 

Other than Y. lipolytica, most hemiascomycete fungi possess prokaryotic type 
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dethiobiotin synthetase (DTBS) and DAPA synthetase (DS) genes. The most likely 

explanation for this observation is that the eukaryotic biotin biosynthetic pathway 

was lost in the ancestor of Candida/Debaryomyces/-Kluyveromyces/Saccharomyces after 

the divergence with the ancestor of Y. lipolytica except for the final step BS. The next 

two steps DTBS and DS were then re-acquired by HGT from prokaryotes. It is 

difficult to more precisely determine at which point in the evolution of the 

hemiascomycetes the loss of the pathway occurred or when prokaryotic genes were 

acquired, this is due to limited genomic sampling of more basal hemiascomycetes. 

 The partial construction of the biotin biosynthesis pathway accomplished by 

the acquisition of bacterial genes left the pathway still incomplete, yet this partial 

pathway appears to have been maintained. This was possibly because the 

intermediates of biotin are readily available in the environment, also promoting the 

emergence of BIO5 a dedicated transporter for the intermediates of biotin 

biosynthesis. With the appearance of the Saccharomyces sensu stricto complex, 

reconstruction of the biotin biosynthesis pathways appears to have been completed 

with the appearance of BIO6, a KAPA synthetase (KS), and BIO1, a putative 

pimeloyl-CoA synthetase (PCS). Phylogenetic construction indicates that these genes 

are the result of duplication of BIO3 and YJR154W respectively (Figures 27 and 31).  
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Figure 31: Phylogeny of BIO1 from S. cerevisiae and related genes and pimeloyl-
CoA synthetase genes from prokaryotes (left), and species phylogeny based on 
SSU rDNA (right). BIO1 (clade a) is a duplicate copy of YJR154W. The pimeloyl-
CoA synthetase activity of the genes in species in bold has been experimentally 
verified (Streit and Entcheva 2003). Pimeloyl-CoA synthetase activity appears to be 
highly divergent amongst the eukaryotes with some bacteria requiring the two-gene 
bioC-bioH complex (clades b and e) and others requiring a single gene such as bioW or 
bioZ (clades c and d). Trees were constructed by NJ in ClustalX. Numbers indicate 
bootstrap support for each node out of 1,000 replicates. 
 
BIO3 does not have the function of BIO6 (Wu et al. 2005) nor does YJR154W have 

the function of BIO1 (this study). It therefore appears that these two genes represent 

cases of gene duplication with subsequent neofunctionalization. One of the most 

important largely-unresolved issues in evolutionary biology concerns the genetic 

origins of morphological and biochemical novelties. Simply put, where do the genes 

come from that produce novel traits in organisms? The most common source of new 

genetic material in eukaryotes appears to be gene duplication. Gene duplication 
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refers to the production of two duplicate loci, through unequal crossing over, tandem 

duplication, or other illegitimate chromosomal rearrangements. Gene duplication was 

originally discussed in the work of Muller (Muller 1936) but its full importance in the 

evolutionary process was not generally realized until Ohno's seminal book over 30 

years later (Ohno 1970). Past theoretical models that balance the rate of deleterious 

mutation against the spread of duplicated alleles in a population have predicted 

that it is more rare for a duplicated gene to reach a stable frequency in a population 

than to be silenced through mutation (made into a nonfunctional "pseudogene") 

(Haldane 1933; Ohno 1970). Some insight into the extent of gene loss after 

duplication can be gained by examining the whole-genome duplication in the lineage 

of S. cerevisiae. In that case, it has been shown that 92% of the duplicated genes were 

lost within 100 million years after genome duplication (Seoighe and Wolfe 1998). It 

seems more likely for a gene to be lost after duplication than to acquire a new 

function. It is therefore interesting that the reconstructed biotin biosynthesis pathway 

observed in S. cerevisiae appears to have acquired two genes by this process. It is 

interesting to note here that BIO5, though not part of the core biosynthetic pathway, 

also appears to have formed as the result of gene duplication and 

neofunctionalization. Though closely related to the HNM1 class of choline 

transporters, BIO5 appears in the hemiascomycetes at approximately the same time 

as BIO3 and BIO4. Interestingly, it is only found in species including S. cerevisiae, C. 

albicans, D. hansenii, and K. lactis that also contain full or partial biotin biosynthetic 

pathways, and are therefore in a position to utilize the biotin intermediates 

transported by BIO5 (Figure 32). 
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Figure 32: Phylogeny of KAPA transporter BIO5. Phylogeny of S. cerevisiae BIO5 
and related transporters such as HNM1. Both trees determined by NJ in ClustalX. 
Numbers indicate bootstrap support for each node out of 1,000 replicates. 
 
 The BIO1 and BIO6 genes are adjacent, as are the BIO3, BIO5, and BIO5 

genes in S. cerevisiae. These clusters of genes of related function are unusual as in 

general there is very little clustering of gene of related function in S. cerevisiae. For 

most pathways, genes are scattered across the genome, and in most cases adjacent 

genes are of unrelated function. The genes involved in biotin synthesis are an 

example of an “optional pathway”, a pathway that is found in some strains and 

species but not others within a phylogenetic clade. The clustering of the biotin 

biosynthesis genes is consistent with the observation that these genes are not 
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ubiquitous in the hemiascomycetes nor are they ubiquitous in the species S. cerevisiae. 

It is unclear whether the clustering of genes in optional pathways is a reflection that 

this results in more efficient transmission of the trait to meiotic progeny. Some 

pathways produce toxic intermediates (Gachotte et al. 1998; Arevalo-Rodriguez et al. 

2004; Pascon et al. 2004). If a single gene of a biosynthetic pathway is lost, it is 

possible that toxic intermediates may accumulate from the action of the upstream 

gene of the pathway. The random clustering of a pathway due to genomic 

rearrangement may prove advantageous by allowing a cell to avoid this problem as 

the entire pathway, or a large fraction of it, would be subsequently lost or gained at 

the same time. 
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5. Mechanisms of Horizontal Gene Transfer 

5.1 Mechanisms of DNA Transfer 

 There are currently three known mechanisms for horizontal gene transfer: 

transformation, transduction, and conjugation. Transformation is the genetic 

alteration of a cell resulting from the introduction, uptake and expression of foreign 

genetic material (Lorenz and Wackernagel 1994). Transduction is the process in 

which DNA is moved from one cell to another by a virus most commonly a 

bacteriophage (Bergh et al. 1989). Cells can also transfer genetic material through cell-

to-cell contact; this process encompasses bacterial conjugation and inter-species 

hybridization in eukaryotes (Kavanaugh et al. 2006; Licht and Wilcks 2006; Liti et al. 

2006). Since most viruses show host specificity (Sieczkarski and Whittaker 2005), 

and, as a bacterium to fungus HGT is an inter-kingdom transfer, it is unlikely that 

transduction is a major mechanism of HGT in fungi. It seems probable that 

transformation and conjugation are the most probable mechanisms of HGT in fungi. 

5.2 Natural Transformation and Conjugation in Fungi 

 Horizontal gene transfer requires that foreign DNA enter a cell. Bacterium-to-

fungus conjugation and natural transformation are possible explanations for how 

DNA from a bacterium could be taken up by a fungal cell. Cell-to-cell conjugation 

requires that bacterial and yeast cells physically interact with each other in a way 

that cellular components such as DNA may be transferred from the donor to the new 
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host. Heinemann and Sprague showed that conjugative plasmids of E. coli could 

mobilize DNA transmission to S. cerevisiae (Heinemann and Sprague 1989). Similarly, 

verified reports of A. tumefaciens transferring DNA not only to plants but also to 

fungi such as C. neoformans (Idnurm et al. 2004; McClelland et al. 2005) and S. 

cerevisiae (Bundock et al. 1995), or even with mammalian cell lines derived from the 

Chinese hamster Cricetulus griseus (Waters 2001) have shown this bacterium to be 

quite promiscuous. Therefore it seems possible that bacteria transfer DNA to fungi in 

the wild via direct conjugation. 

 Natural transformation, the uptake of free DNA from the surrounding 

environment, has been found among some prokaryotic lineages, where it often 

facilitates horizontal gene transfer (Dreiseikelmann 1994). While no dedicated DNA 

uptake mechanism has been discovered in fungi, Nevoigt et al. demonstrated that S. 

cerevisiae cells incubated in 1 M sucrose with plasmid DNA at a minimum 

concentration of 25 µg/ml can become transformation competent (Nevoigt et al. 

2000). Also, the well-known methods for yeast transformation using polyethylene 

glycol and anions are conditions conceivable in environments encountered by S. 

cerevisiae under non-laboratory conditions.  

 Electroporation is often used for the genetic transformation of bacteria and 

yeast. When the voltage across a plasma membrane exceeds its dielectric potential, 

pores are formed. Though these pores quickly reseal, they make the membrane 

temporarily permeable to DNA (Neumann et al. 1982). In nature, electrical 

perturbations are common because of thunderstorms and lightning discharges. Given 

this, natural electro-transformation of fungi is a distinct possibility. Just how 
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possible natural electroporation may be was demonstrated by a striking series of 

experiments from the laboratory of Pascal Simonet (Demaneche et al. 2001; 

Ceremonie et al. 2004; Ceremonie et al. 2006). These papers demonstrated the 

incorporation of antibiotic resistance genes into E. coli and Pseudomonas sp. N3. 

Remarkably, incubation of the bacteria with plasmid DNA in sterilized soil did not 

result in transformation until the soil was exposed to ‘laboratory-scale lightning’, an 

electrical field with similar electrical characteristics to those of full-scale lightning. It 

is feasible that lightening induced electro-transformation is a major mechanism of 

horizontal gene transfer. It is not clear whether conjugation or the uptake of DNA 

from the environment by chemical, electrical, or even mechanically mediated 

mechanisms is the primary mean by which foreign DNA enters into the cell. I suspect 

that both mechanisms play a role. 

5.3 Prokaryotic Mobile Genetic Elements and Horizontal Gene 
Transfer in Fungi 
 
 After foreign DNA enters a cell, it must integrate into a chromosome or it will 

be quickly degraded and lost. Some genes appear to integrate as part of bacterial 

insertion sequences or IS elements. IS elements are simple transposable elements 

found in prokaryotes (Mahillon and Chandler 1998). IS elements contain genes 

involved in transposition, most notably transposase, and inverted terminal repeats 

that range in size (length) from 9 to 40 base pairs. The region between the two IS 

elements can be ‘mobilized’ by the joint action of the two elements. Elements of this 

type are known as composite transposons or Tn elements. Tn elements often contain 
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genes that confer a selective advantage such as antibiotic resistance (Brown and 

Evans 1991). In this way, genes are shared between bacterial species. Eukaryotes 

have their own families of mobile genetic elements, such as the TY elements found in 

yeast (Boeke and Devine 1998). There are currently no known mobile elements that 

are actively shared between eukaryotic and prokaryotic species, though the 

Tc/mariner class of elements found in many eukaryotes are structurally similar to 

prokaryotic IS elements (Miskey et al. 2005). 

 The single horizontal transfer candidate found in A. gossypii (AGL264W) is 

similar only to prokaryotic transposes associated with elements and transposons. It 

is difficult to imagine how this gene could have integrated into the genome of A. 

gossypii except as part of a prokaryotic mobile element.  

 More circumstantial evidence for integration of bacterial genes into fungal 

chromosomes by prokaryotic IS and Tn elements is provided by IRC4. Homologs of 

IRC4 are found in several bacterial species including E. coli. In two different strains 

of E. coli, a homolog of IRC4 is contained in an IS element. One case was found by 

Stentebjerg-Olesen et al. (Stentebjerg-Olesen et al. 1999) in E. coli strain Nissle 1917. 

In this strain, the fimB gene was found to be disrupted by an 1,885-bp insertion 

element (Figure 33). 
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Figure 33: Insertion of an IS element containing an IRC4 homolog into the fimB 
gene in E. coli Nissle1917. (A) “The black triangle indicates the location of the 
insertion element in fimB.” (B) Localization of the insertion element in the fimB gene 
of Nissle 1917. “Black arrowheads indicate the orientations of the fimB gene and the 
two ORFs; gray arrowheads indicate the inverted repeats which flank the IS.” ORF2 
is a transposase. ORF1 is a homolog of IRC4 (from (Stentebjerg-Olesen et al. 1999) 
Figure 1 on page 7471, sentences in quotes are quotations from the figure legend). 
 
Similar evidence for an associate between IRC4 and IS elements is found in a 

plasmid from E. coli strain UTI89. In this strain, a homolog of IRC4 is found not only 

in association with UV protection genes, but also associated with transposases and 

IS-element associated genes (Figure 34).  

 

 

Figure 34: Map of the IRC4 homolog and neighboring genes found on the 
plasmid from E. coli strain UTI89. Arrows indicate genes and their orientation 
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relative to one another. Arrows are proportional to gene size as are the intergenic 
distances. The IRC4 homolog is shown in green. Yellow-shaded genes are genes with 
similarity to genes of known function and the putative functions are indicated. Grey-
shaded genes are genes of unknown function. The istA and istB genes encode the 
transposase and helper protein of IS21, an IS element originally described in P. 
aeruginosa (Riess et al. 1980). 
IS and Tn elements are flanked by characteristic inverted repeats. Interestingly, IRC4 

appears to be flanked by degenerate inverted repeats similar to the inverted repeats 

flanking the IS element found by Stentebjerg-Olesen et al. (Figures 35, 36, and 37). 

 

Figure 35: Alignment of the putative repeats flanking IRC4 in S. cerevisiae 
(labeled YDR) with verified repeats from four IS elements. The repeat labeled 
“IS” is the repeat flanking the unnamed IRC4-containing element found by 
Stentebjerg-Olesen et al. 

 

 

Figure 36: Alignment of the upstream (F) and downstream (R) putative repeats 
flanking IRC4 in S. cerevisiae. 
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Figure 37: Position of the putative IS element repeats flanking IRC4. A thin 
dashed line indicates the upstream repeat. A thick dashed line indicates the 
downstream repeat. 

 

Though the putative repeats flanking IRC4 are not identical to the repeats flanking 

any known IS or Tn element, the non-coding regions flanking IRC4 are the only 

regions of the S. cerevisiae genome containing an inverted repeat with similarity to 

known IS or Tn element repeats. 
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6. Conclusions and Discussion 

6.1 Horizontal Gene Transfer and Innovation 

 This work is the first systematic study of horizontal gene transfer in a 

eukaryotic kingdom, and demonstrates that horizontal gene transfer is a major 

mechanism by which fungi acquire new genes. Though HGT transfer introduces fewer 

genes to fungi than gene duplication, it can be argued that horizontal gene transfer is 

more important for the introduction of metabolic innovation in fungi, than the actual 

numbers of genes would indicate. The amount of functional diversity introduced by 

gene duplication is limited by the fact that it is rare for duplicated genes to acquire a 

completely novel function. Many duplicate genes are either lost through mutation, or 

maintained through sub-functionalization (Lynch and Force 2000). Neither process 

introduces significant functional innovation. Even in the case of neo-

functionalization after gene duplication, new functions are usually limited to minor 

or secondary capabilities already present in the gene pre-duplication. Horizontal 

gene transfer as a mechanism for gene introduction does not suffer from this 

limitation. This apparently unlimited capacity for innovation appears to be the  

major advantage of HGT over other mechanisms that introduce new genes. Most of 

the genes acquired by fungi from prokaryotes show little or no homology to 

eukaryotic genes (Chapter 2) strongly indicating the introduction of novel functions. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, horizontal gene transfer can introduce completely novel 
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functions, re-establish lost metabolic capabilities, and introduce variation to 

metabolic capabilities already present. Similar trends can be observed throughout the 

fungi. In the case of URA1, HGT has introduced a trait, that contributed to the 

evolution of the capacity for anaerobic growth, a recently acquired and characteristic 

trait of S. cerevisiae and related species. As horizontal gene transfer from prokaryotes 

is ubiquitous amongst the fungi, the amount of metabolic capability introduced into 

the fungi by horizontal transfer is potentially enormous. There are about 70,000 

described species of fungi, and it has been estimated that there may be 1.5 million 

species of fungi in total (Hawksworth 1991; Hawksworth et al. 1995). Given 10 

horizontally acquired genes per species (an underestimate) then hundreds of 

thousands to millions of genes have been introduced into the fungi by horizontal gene 

transfer, and if the case of URA1 is typical then major metabolic characteristics have 

been shaped in the fungi by HGT. 

6.2 Horizontal Gene Transfer can Reveal Fungal Lifestyles. 

 The biological insight provided by the identification of horizontally acquired 

genes is not limited to the function of the genes transferred. In order for a prokaryotic 

species to transfer genes to a fungus, the two must share an environment. If a donor 

prokaryote is found in a particular environment, then it is likely that the fungus can 

be found in this environment as well. An examination of the likely donor species for 

horizontally acquired genes in S. cerevisiae indicates that S. cerevisiae has acquired 

genes from species found in three major environments: plant surfaces (particularly 

flowers and fruit), animal digestive tracts, and soil. This analysis is summarized in 
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Table 8. 

Table 8: Habitat of Donor Species. Green - plant surfaces, Light Green - plant 
surfaces and soil, Dark Green - plant surfaces and digestive tract, gray - animal 
surfaces and digestive tract, Yellow - soil. 
Gene Possible prokaryotic 

donor lineage 
Habitat of prokaryotic 
donor 

YJL217W Xanthomonas campestris Plant surfaces, Fruit 
(plant pathogen) (da Silva 
et al. 2002) 

YKL107W Ralstonia solanacearum Plant pathogen, Soil 
(Salanoubat et al. 2002) 

BIO4 Gluconobacter oxydans Flowers, Fruit (Prust et al. 
2005) 

YPL245W Gluconobacter oxydans Flowers, Fruit (Prust et al. 
2005) 

URA1 Lactococcus lactis Plant surfaces, Digestive 
tract (Nomura et al. 2006) 

IRC4 Lactobacillus casei Plant surfaces, Digestive 
tract (Kandler and Weiss 
1986) 

IRC7 Yersinia pestis Animal surfaces, Digestive 
tract (Parkhill et al. 2001)  

YJL218W Methanosarcina mazei Digestive tract 
(Deppenmeier et al. 2002) 

BIO3 Yersinia bercovieri Digestive tract (NCBI) 
YJM789HT1 Enterococcus faecalis Digestive tract (Shankar et 

al. 2002) 
GTT2 Bradyrhizobium japonicum Soil (Kaneko et al. 2002) 
BDS1 Rhodopseudomonas 

palustris 
Soil (Larimer et al. 2004) 

YMR090W Bacillus coagulans Diverse environments 
 

Growth of S. cerevisiae on plants especially fruits is well known and forms the bases 

for industrial practices with enormous cultural and economic significance throughout 

the world. The growth of S. cerevisiae in the digestive tract of animals is less well 

known. S. cerevisiae is capable not only of survival in the animal digestive tract, but it 

can also thrive in this environment. For example, Saccharomyces boulardii, a strain of 
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S. cerevisiae (McCullough et al. 1998), is used as a probiotic (McFarland and 

Bernasconi 1993). S. cerevisiae is also isolated from soil environments (Kiran Sree et 

al. 2000). From this information, a habitat footprint for S. cerevisiae begins to emerge. 

S. cerevisiae seems to be part of a complex interaction among fruit-bearing plants, 

fruit-eating animals, and microorganisms. Each of these three has its own agenda 

and has evolved in response to the others. For the plants, the fruit evolved as an 

inducement to animals to disperse the plant's seeds. Plants produce sugar-rich fruits 

to sweeten the deal, and attract seed-dispersing animals. Naturally, an energy rich 

fruit will attract more than just herbivorous animals and a complex microbial flora 

emerged to take advantage of the sugar bounty. Animals eat the fruits and plant 

surfaces and along with it the associated microbes; introducing the microbes to the 

alien anaerobic environment of their digestive tracts. While it is true that the 

evolution of anaerobic growth provided an advantage to the ancestors of S. cerevisiae 

in oxygen-poor conditions such as decomposing plant material, the role of 

adaptation to survival in the digestive tract of animals should not be 

underestimated. The range of genes transferred to S. cerevisiae from anaerobic 

intestinal bacteria hints that adaptation to survival in the animal digestive tract was 

a major contributor to the evolution of anaerobic growth (Table 8).  

 Finally, the rotting of uneaten fruit and the defecation of animals introduces S. 

cerevisiae to the soil environment, and S. cerevisiae has acquired two genes (GTT2, and 

BDS1) from potentially soil dwelling bacteria. Further work is required to determine 

the accuracy of this model, but it fits well with our current knowledge of the biology 

and ecology of S. cerevisiae. 
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6.3 Horizontal Gene Transfer Can Elucidate Mechanisms of 
Genetic and Genomic Evolution 
 
 Horizontally acquired genes are recently introduced to their new host genome. 

These genes have no prior eukaryotic history, but upon introduction come under the 

influence of the genome of their new host. In this respect, these genes as a ‘set’ have 

excellent potential for the study of a variety of evolutionary mechanisms at the 

genetic and genomic level. As discussed in Chapter 2, genes horizontally transferred 

from bacteria into fungi appear to rapidly adapt to the conditions of the new host 

genome such that they quickly show no unusual characteristics in GC content, codon 

usage, or (in intron-rich species) the presence of introns. In the cases of GC content 

and codon usage, it has been proposed that such differences are barriers to 

horizontal gene transfer themselves and therefore only genes from species with a GC 

content and codon usage similar to the host genome are successfully transferred 

(Medrano-Soto et al. 2004). The case of GTT2 seems to indicate that a large 

difference in GC content between two species is not a major barrier to horizontal 

gene transfer. GTT2 is 74% identical and 86% similar to a glutathione S-transferase 

in B. japonicum. The GC content of GTT2 is 46%, consistent with the average for S. 

cerevisiae of 42%. The GC content of the homolog from B. japonicum is 64%, identical 

to the genome average of B. japonicum (Kaneko et al. 2002). Given this, horizontally 

acquired genes could serve as excellent models for the study of mutation rates at the 

genetic level. For example, does the relatively rapid shift in GC content observed in 

horizontally acquired genes result from neutral drift towards the genome average? Or 

is there selection for a more typical GC content in these genes? 
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 Some of the genes acquired from bacteria in intron-rich species have acquired 

introns. These seem to be clear cases of recent intron gain and should be of interest to 

researchers interested in intron evolution.  

 Horizontally acquired genes could also be useful for the study of mechanisms 

of genomic evolution and structure. Though some prokaryotic genes appear to 

integrate into chromosomes by bacterial IS elements, it is likely that others enter into 

the genome by illegitimate recombination mechanisms such as non-homologous end-

joining (NHEJ). While NHEJ and illegitimate recombination events are relatively rare 

in S. cerevisiae, in other fungi such as K. lactis they are more common (Kegel et al. 

2006).  

 Another possible mechanism for the integration of foreign DNA into a fungal 

genome is the natural occurrence of restriction enzyme mediated integration or REMI. 

When DNA is incubated with a restriction enzyme, it is broken or cleaved in a site-

dependent manner. Restriction enzymes often leave cohesive ends, and while most of 

the breaks simply religate with DNA ligase, foreign DNA cut with the same 

restriction enzyme can be incorporated into the chromosomal DNA. Integration is 

possible because both the chromosomal and foreign DNA have the same cohesive 

ends.  

 REMI was originally developed in S. cerevisiae (Schiestl and Petes 1991)and the 

technique has been used successfully in other fungi (Shi et al. 1995). It is possible that 

similar process occur naturally, greatly facilitating the integration of horizontally 

acquired DNA into fungal chromosomes. 

 The tendency of some species to place their horizontally acquired genes in sub-
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telomeric positions is interesting and worthy of study. Either the genes in these 

species are transferred into the sub-telomere directly or they are moved out to the 

telomere after transfer. The former seems unlikely, as the horizontally acquired genes 

in some species do not cluster near telomeres. The latter implies that there is strong 

pressure to move certain classes of gene to sub-telomeric positions.  

6.4 The Future 

 In summary, horizontally acquired genes form a very useful set from which a 

variety of biological questions may be approached. They can help frame and answer 

genetic and genomic questions about evolution and lifestyle. The study of horizontal 

gene transfer provides a common thread linking genetics, organismal biology, and 

ecology. This work represents a beginning, an application of the research potential of 

horizontal gene transfer to S. cerevisiae. I have also set the foundation for the 

application of this framework to the fungi as a kingdom. In doing this research, many 

new questions have emerged. What are the functions of these genes? How do they 

impact the biology of fungi? Are some gene sets more indicative of environment than 

they are of lineage? It is a testament to the fruitful future of fungal and eukaryotic 

horizontal gene transfer research that, at this early stage, there are more questions 

than answers.
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